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At eight o'clock Monday night
the News' big subscription campaign came to a close after one
of the most interesting and hotly contested subscription cam
paigns in the history of the state
It was a success from start
finish and has resul'.ed in adding
the names of at least a thousand
to our lists. It has resulted in
putting the New easily in the
class of the weekly with the
While we
largest circulation.
do not expect lo be financially
rewarded because of the expensive premiums given and the
cost of conducting the campaign,
but we have accomplished our
of having a
only object-th- at
The entire
large circulation.
were i n
which
proceedings,
charge of Rev. J. H. Shepard,
of Portales, were conducted on
the square and all were impressed with the absolute fairness of
the contest. It was simply a
question of the hardest worker
winning and the hardest worker did win. Especially during
the latter part of the campaign,
d' ' Miss Singer devote practically her entire time to the work
and even solicited subscriptions
in neighboring towns. She was
rewarded with a beautiful $350.-0- 0
Jesse French piano, which
,9bw ia a perminent fixture in
her home.
Much credit is due Miss Delia
Boone, of Texico, who won second place. She resides in the
country and in competition with
the town girls worked to a disadvantage but she had friends
who owned cars and other kinds
of conveyances who gave her
much assistance and in this
manner she was able to solicit
practically everybody in
and the coutry from
Frio to Fairfield.
Miss Elma Forbes, who won
ll

JULY

$1.00 PER YEAR

1915
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The Booster

CLOVIS WILL TRY AND
LAND BANKERS CONVENTION

Wh iome of our neighbor
A. J. Evans, of the
say
a 14 the Olovii News
office, has made it

Register
Fort Sumner
Edition" re- known to his friends that he nivers I
iblished:
I
cently
h i s
contemplates tendering
I
The I W8 is in receipt ot a Committee of Boosters Will Go to Hereford on 21st and
resignation as Register of tnat
22nd to Argue Advantages of Clovis for
office on the first of tha month, specia tooter edition of the
Meeting Place.
his successor t o take charge Ciovis w. It is handsomely
just as Boon as he can be re- gotten and shows the great
lieved, No other causa is as- enterptn of the editorial man- Clovis is the center of trans
signed by Mr. Evans for his agemeii Amarillo Daily News. Supreme Court
portation of eastern New Mexaction except that he is disThe lovis News, edited Dy
Reverses Itself ico and the Panhandle of Texas.
satisfied with his present sur- Arthur Cum n, comes to our
has ample hotel accomoda
The State Supreme Court on It
roundings in Fort Sumner and table tr week as on "Anniver
tion to accomodate large crowds.
desires t o, again resume the sary Bolter Edition" and it is the 13th of this month reversed It extends the invitation and
practice of his medical profes- all thatjt purports to be. All both the District Court of Curry
promises a n enjoyable visit.
sion a t Elida i n Rrosevelt the wor rs connected with this County and itself ia the case of
with these arguments
Armed
county.
Already several can- edition Lava earned worthy Hayden vsKid Speakman. This and inducements, a delegation
didates are out for the position complimkc L shows up in case was taken under consider
of Clovis citizens will go to
and hia successor will probably beautifu language, picture in ation by the supreme court in Hereford in cars on the
be named soon Jafter acceptance halfton
on fine paper, fine April, 1914, and the decision of of this month in an endeavor
of bin resignation with tha de- large hJv i.rint.
and lotler the lower court was afflmed in to bring the next meeting of
partment. Among those now adorn m
and style in adver-an- Speakman's favor on October 28, the Panhandle Bankers Associawrite-upsthat last. A motion for a rehearing tion to Clovis. The Chamber
most prominently mentioned are usemen
any- - was filt d and argued and on
excell
Judtfe William R. McGill. of La would
hard to
of Commerce has been urged by
Lande, who has strong endorse- where the west. We heartily January 13th the court granted S. A. Jones, president o f the
and the case was
ments and who was a candidate congrat late the News upon this the
Bank, and by
otally
on January First National
argued
again
at the time of Mr. Evans
fine sho ing. -- Clayton Citizen.
president of the
Shipley,
Alex
25th. On the above date the
Representative CarThe ovis News last week
Clovis National Bank to extend
court reversed both its former
ter, of Portales, and J. Simpson issued
handsome illustrated
this invitation to the bankera
Morgan, o f Texico.
Curry and lescriotive anniversary holding and that of the district and get up a crowd to go to
County previously endorsed the booster edition which is alone Court of Curry county and or- Hereford to present our claims.
candidacy of Judge McGill and evidence of unusual enterprise dered the complaint dismissed. The Panhandle Bankers Asso
will doubtless again stand by ' on the Jart of our lively and able Hayden won out after a fight ciation embraces eastern New
extending over two years. Hayuiui endorsement; or a aiviaea contemporary. The edition is a
Mexico ard the financial inter
endorsement between McGill splendid advertisement for Clo den was represented b y Wm. A. ests o f the two sections are
Gil'.enwater, if Clovis, and
and Carter.
closely identified.
vis and Uurry county ana exby H. D. Terrell, of
Judge W. A. Havener, and
hibits once again the booster Sfeakman
Stiver City. The case was a
Judge
spirit endowed in Editor Curren,
J. D. Hamlin of Farwell
most important one from a legal
of
copies
the
selected to make the
thousand
A
been
few
have
Big Barometer Placed
over standpoint.
distributed
speeches.
2nd
nomination
of
the
News
on First National Bank
fia country would be a spendid
A new barometer and ther boost tor Curr;County. -.- Spring
First Load Wheat
Work Starts on
mometer combined i s being er Stockvj&
..! ?
Commissioner, Ben
House
School
County
placed on the First National
hap the honor of
Crawford,
will
of
much
corner
and
be
Bank
Contractor. J. B. Maxey came bringing'
first load of new
the
interest and of great assistance
home in Plain view
his
from
Via
over
What
or.
.IU iv II.
It was raised
v.
to the public when it is correct
J. v" '
Monday in hia car. He wheat to town.
Wias.
warmest
yy
Hollene and
urn
near
Ui
ranch
i
Tiou
instrument,
' J u..
on his
ly understood. The
u:- L
ujr u.
l,Aa oi the, Wealth "eJ , aaccompanieu
the
in
Mill and
Clovis
adop,
to
sold
the
was
as
that
which is the same
remain here during the Elevator company for a dollar
this section of
ted by the government, is 36 service
""
a bushel. Wheat is rapidly adinches Ions and a frame attached country ;a8 that extending pe'
new wco"
n
me
T
Wednesday..
Frlov
from
vancing in price according to
to
will be 18x54 on which advertis
school building on w men ne uc- Jthertjmeter
Barry's
The
at
much
ing space will be sold at bo
the latest market quotations.
Tuesper, The barometer will cost store whet the records are kept gan excavation work last
for the lovernment weather day week. Mr. Maxey expects
Lyceum Sunday Evening
and the thermometer
$90.00
service bui
recorded as fol to rush the work to completion
The Christian Church will
$22.00. By the use of thii in lows:
Saaday 105; Sunday,
materials
as
the
rapidly
as
hold an evangelistic service in
strument, one can forecast the 107; Mondal io6; Tuesday, 105. just
will
be
it
says
that
the Lyceum Sunday evening at
arrive. He
approach of a storm many hours
credit
o'clock' You are cordially in
8
a
be
would
ahead by the pressure of low
Mrs. W. H Taylor will leave a building that
vited,
i to any city.
toon tor a vii n California.
barometer.
"An-Boost-

third place, was for a long time
the leader in the contest, but
like Miss Boone, she was working to a disadvantage
jcr i'nt
of her preserci iv.'v. i.ts- .ssary
in th' j't-- o.' the 'mr.ty super- cr is during ot- -.
S. ..
Her employment
there i 8 especially confining
during the obsence of Prof.
She was i n the
Mer6f elder.
lead up until the last few days
when her competitors rushed in
an avalanche of votes. She was
well rewarded however, by securing a scholarship in one of
the very best schools in the
Tne Albuquerque
southwest
Business College, which is the
only school of the kind in the
state that is recognizod by the
National Federation of Accredit-eCommercial schools. This
scholarship cost us $85.00.
If you want to reach the
PEOPLE, you can do it within
'
ad in the News.
c

tf
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Register Evans Resigns

Lena Singer of CIovi Wins Piano; Mis Delia Boone
of Texico the Gold Watch and Miss Alma Forbes
the College Scholarship.

Texico-Farwe-

U
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WAS A BIG SUCCESS
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The Votes For Contestants
Following is the vote cast for
the five leading candidates in
the News subscription contest
which closed Monday evening.
626,000
Miss Lena Singer
458,000
Boone
MissDella
Miss Alma Forbes 427.700
Miss Invogene Baird 94,400
Miss Ruth Downing 100,800
Miss Ethel Brasher 23,500
Messrs. J. R. Darnell of Portales and Cleve Edgell of Melrose acted as judges and J. M.
Axtzel of the Alfalfa Lumber
A large
Company aa clerk.
crowd of friends of the contestants gathered to ascertain the
result of the count.
W. B. Mersfelder and wife,
who reside on their farm north
of Texico, were in the city
Thursday.
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MONEY!

ANDING YQ

iCkjfal portion of his money handea back to
It's our Clearance Sale time again and every buyer will hatj
Joney cmin& to yu! You'11 rej0ICC
him! Come to this sale and we'll be pleased to hand
if you take advantage of our offer anu re$ret it if you don't!
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Muslin UndeS

Ladies' Silk Dresses
OK

5 Dresses in Poplin, Faille. TafTetas, regular $11.50,
$12.75 and $13.75 valueB

at

2 Silk Dresses in Crepe de
4

9

$8 59

1
Chine-

-

ncsefer8lt

and Taffeta, regular
$10.85

$16.50 vaiuet, special price

I

(Vrist Cmibt

Black and White Checked Dress. 14.50 value

at

...

$9.98

65c Muslin Draws

at

$13,95

M

"

$4.00 to 5.50 values, special price

c

1

3.00 V

ash Skirts, special price

2.25

"

T

M

f

M

$1.75 Combination

Suit

-

I
--

.

"the sir

(

A

ftlRe
1

.

.

special price

iSa

i

'il&.SO

and 6.75

25 and

4.91

Otoe) jds

QUALITY"

at
at
values, at
values, at

9.75 and 10.00 values,
1.50 and 12.50 values,

4.1"

Mandell Clothing anc70ry

"

..$3.29
..$1.89

...

1.39

Silk and Wool Serge, Taffeta

.

0

$1.25

w

"

Ladies' Wash Skirts

I

Palm Beach, Linene, Pique

-

$1.45 and $2.25

$2.25

Belgian Blua Satin Stripe Faille, 20.00 value

u-

50c and 65c Muslin Gown
$1.25 and $1.45

1

d

-

50c ank 65c Corset Cover

!

1

ai

1

7.39
...

8.49

...

439
2.98

Gompany.
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VMS MADE WELL
By Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg
table Compound and Wants
Other Suffering Women
To Know It

"I

hars)
Murfreeeboro, Tenn.
wanted to write to you for a long timeto tel I you what your
t
u
wonderful remedies
have done for me. I
wa a sufferer from
female weakness
and displacement
and I would have)
such tired, worn out
feelings, sick bead-ach-

-

Aspirators'
EJUS1M10NS A O. IRWIN AVERS
gr

Author of "CardigajfYhe
COPYRIGHT gy

Maids-at-Arms'e-

ROrytt'X CHAMBERS

tc

I.UKHii.'MII-.lllJ-

OOPYRIPHT

P-f-

-

COLLIER.

.
f

JUn

leaving me musing by tbe river wall. Ingly, jealous yet proud of you, alert
After a long while or It may only for a falling or a weakness which I
Scarlett, an American eoldler of forhave been a few minutes the square never found or, If I thought I found
tune In the employ of the French
began to fill again with tbe first groups a flaw In you, knowing that It wa
and dirxy
Pnllra at the outbreak of the
spells. Doctors did
of women, children, and old men who but part of a character too strong,
war, la ordered to arrrat
John Huckhurat, a leader of the
criticise.
to
me
me no good so I tried
had escorted the departing conscripts too generous for
and auapected of having atnlen
I tell you
a little way on tbelr march to Lorlent. Listen to me, Scarlett
the Lydia E. Pink- the French crown Jewele. While searching for Huckhurat, Scarlett la ordered to
on
tbe ham Remedies Vegetable Compound
Long table were Improvised in the that a man shipwrecked
arreat Cnunteaa de Vaaaurt and her group
not
square, plied up with bread, sardines, world's outer rocks It he does
n
and Sanative Wash. I am now well and
of eoclalleta and eacort them to the
border. Hrarlelt finda Sylvia Elven
puddings, bams and cakes. Casks of perish makes the better pilot after- strong and can do all my own work. I
of the Odeon dlaaulard aa a peaaant and
cider, propped on sklde, dotted tbe out- wards."
owe it all to Lydia E. Pinkham's VegeTrappe where the
carries her to
counteaa and her frlenda are aaaemuled.
I perished, Speed."
"But
skirts of tbe bowling-green- .
table Compound and want other sufferAll are arreatad. The counteaa aavea
I turned away across the bridge out
"It Is not true," he said, violently; ing women to know about
Ecarlett from a fatal fall from the roof
o,
tf the houae. He denouncea Huckhurat
The plan, then, was simple; ', for into the dark road. Long before I "but you will if you don't steer a truer H. E. Maben, 211 S. Spring St,
aa toe leader of the Keda and the councame to the smoky, silent camp I course than you have. Scarlett, anTenn.
an equally simple reason, It
teaa cootlucl him to where Uuckhurat la
aecreted.
German
Uhlans deecend on
In the following manner: n the heard the monotonous roaring of my swer me! Are you In love?"
4wir famous remedy, .the medicinal
the place. and Huckhurat eacapea during
"Yes," I said.
4th of September the treasui laden lion, pacing their shadowy dens.
the
Ingredients of which are derived from,
Scarlett la wounded. He reme,
then
up
at
waited,
looked
cover! conaclouaneaa In the counteaa'
He
trains bad left Pari for Bre On
native roots and herbs, has for nearly
houaa at Morabronn, where lie la cared
dropped his bands In bis pockets and forty years proved to be a most valuaCHAPTER XVII.
the 6th the Hlrondelle steamed ut tofor bj the counleia. A fierce battle la
of
In
away
interior
the
fought
toward
".he atreeta between
turned
French
wards the fleet with tbe new fim Seble tonic and invigorator of the female
and Prussian aoldlera. Buokhurit
the tent where Jacqueline, having organism.
The Clrcua.
dan and tbe order for the detail men t
Women everywhere bear
rupfttttence and returna the crown
stood.
from the rigging,
Jewels to Hcurlett Ha declare ha will
A little after sunrise on tbe day set descended
of a cruiser to receive the rown
willing testimony to the wonderful virup
himself
to
the
authorltlea.
aa
I walked fast acros the moors,
frlve doubta hla elncerltjr.
Speed
jewel. On the 6th the news
the for our first performance,
tue of Lydia E. Tinkham's Vegetable.
Buckhurat urgea
And I Compound.
the counteaa to go to Paradlaa. Buck
In though I bad a destination.
order were signaled to the fltshlp; sauntered Into my dressing-roohurat admit that ha recelvea pay from
nut tne Uod of battle unchaied a excellent humor, aaylng that the had; yet when I understood It I
Why Lose Hope.
tha Pruialana for Information which ha
doea not give. Ha aecurea paaaporta to
tempest which countermanded lie or country was unmistakably aroused to sheered off, only to turn again and
No woman suffering from any form
tha French llnea for Scarlett, the counof
In
direction
the
fascinated
tare
importance
of
tbe
the
der and burled the Ironclads intoouter
of female troubles should lose hope unteaa and himself. Scarlett report! to
Republican ctrcu and the Flying Mer- the object that frightened me. .
the aecret aervlco In Parla and flnda Mor
i
darkness.
til she has given Lydia E. Pinkham's
M, shadow of tha emperor. In charge),
first
Ker-Y- .
looking
the
seaward,
for
Then,
of
maid
So, for days and day, the trerureVegetable Compound a fair trial.
lie 4epn.lt the erown Jewell and later,
I
black
cruiser
tbe
noticed
time
an
1
that
had
unpleasant
when making a detailed report, flnda that
had
hour's
laden train must have stood hepleuB
If yon want special advice write to
pebbles have been aubatltuted for the real
in the station at Brest, awaltin, the work with the lion, during which wa gone.
atonea. Hpeed, a comrade In the aervlce,
I. jdla K. Plnkham Medicine Co. (conflistening,
I
stood
while
a
For
Murghoux, a beast hitherto laxy and
warna Scarlett that Mornao la dangeroua.
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
cruiser that did not come.
e alio inrorma him that all the governSpeed and I already knew the scret docile, bad attempted to creep be- searching the sea, until a vole be opened, read and answered by a
ment treaiure la being tranaported to tha
Kelly
And
to
me,
I
turned
and
woman aud held In strict confidence.
coaai ror inirmcni out or tne country.
order lent. The treasures, inclidlnR hind me. Again I had betrayed Ir- hailed
ann npeea eacapa ta join a
tbe crown diamond, wore to be sored ritation; again the lions saw It, un- Eyre almost at my elbow.
cue. The clrcua arrlvea at Paradise. cir
An
havillage
"There Is a man in the
Poor
order la received by tha mayor willing
in the citadel, and an armored crilsor derstood It, and remembered.
Ths Resl Thing.
the dtlaena to arma. Jacqueline, daughwas to lie off the arsenal with baiked devils! Who but I knew that they ranguing the people." Speed think
Little Lemuel -- Say, paw, what Is
ter of the I.liard, offer to Join the clrcua
to give exhibition In tha character of a
gratitude?
fire, ready to receive tbe treaaur-- s at were right and I wa wrong! Who this man I I Buckhurst."
mermaid.
Scarlett makee frlenda with
"What!" cried.
the first signal and steam to the but I understood what lack of freePaw Gratitude, son, Is tbe thing
the I.liard. Scarlett mill on the counteaa
too,"
something
else,
be
strong
tbe
to
"There's
meant
to
meant
dom
ner
noma
In paradlae. He llnda Sylvia
ai
French fortified port of Saigon In Co
shows up when a rich old bachthat
Klven alio there. He learna the counteaa
de Jaatd, aoberly, and drew a telegram elor dies and leaves all his money to
chin China, by a course already d ter caged creatures, unrighteously
haa withdrawn from the aoclallita.
They
bis
from
pdeket
liberty!
prived
of
wear eternal friendship.
mined.
The Lizard
who once rejected him.
I seised it, and atudled tbe flutter the woman
learna for Scarlett, through on
I mentioned sonethlng
of this to
Why on earth those orders bad been
that Mornac la head of a communle- Ing
sheet:
putting
on
my
coat
wai
a
Speed
changed so that the cruiser was to He
ih conipiracy.
In nioHt localities the porch swing
"Tbe governor of Lorlent, on com- has dlxplticed the top buggy as love's
oit Orolx I could not Imagine, unless to go out, hn he only scowled at me,
'Vour
liona
s
usefulness
a
plaint of tbe mayor of Paradise,
CHAPTER XV.
soir.e plot had been discovered In Lo- saying:
first asHlxtnnt.
is ended, my friend; you are
the American exhibition, and orrlent wtilch had made It advisable to tamer
to
cage
ool
that
again, and ders the Individual Byram to travel
Forewarned.
shift the location of tbe treasures for . a going toenter
tell Byram."
in
The lloni had now begun to give toe
Immediately to Lorlent with his
tbe third tltoe)- ' Don't spoil the governor'
great deal of trouble. Oh, they
pleasure
circus, where a British steam'
Pondering Wf"" at the tent
I
knew, and I knew, that matter had
' now," said, Irritably. "I'm going to ship will transport the personnel, bagamid mv heaDW musty newsnn,l'PB.
,.
up soon, anyway not now
gone wrong with me; that 1 had. for a
gage, and animals to Brltisb territory.
looked out intoVhe iate, gra- B,ter-- Kive it
It's bard enough to keep houae if in
not while the governor bas a cbance Tbe mayor of Paradise will see that
time, at least, loat the Intangible some- perfect health, but a woman who
noon and saw the )feids anf mea ot
to make a little money; but soon-v- ery this order of expulsion Is promptly
thlng which I once possessed that ocacroK
weak, tirad and sullnring from an aching
Paradise passing and repasslif
soon. You are right; I can't con executed.
cult right to dominate.
back bas a heavy burden.
bridge.
the
'I,
madam?"
trol anything now not even myself.
"(Signed)
That morning, aa I left the trainingBRETKl'IL.
A few momenta later dr"1" Degan I
Any woman In this condition haa good
"Yea,
at La Trappe, at
must give up my lion, after all.
cage where among other, Kelly Eyre
"Chief of Police."
causa to auHprct kidney trouble, especialsquare.
Pa"
to
roll
from
S'T1
the
"When?" (aid Speed.
t
itood looking on I suddenly remem- Morsbronn, and here. Look at me. Ing. called out to me that tn
ly if the kidney action seems duordored.
"Where Is that fool of a mayor?
"Soon I don't know. I'm tired
bered SylTla Elven and her message Have I not changed f"
Come on, Kelly! Stay close beside
were leaving for Loent; B0 1 really tired. I want to go
Doan's Kidney Pills have cured thou"Yea," I said, fascinated.
home."
to Eyre, which I bad never delivered.
lne
me." And I set off at a swinging
sands of suffering women. It's the beat
I picked up my gloves and riding- - walked down to the bridge,
you
really
"Are
going
home,
Scar
"My son," said I, politely, "do you
tall
pace, down the hollow, out across ths recommended special kidney remedy.
crowd had aathararl and wl're
think you have arrived at an age suf- crop; aa I rose she stood up In the gendarme stood, bis blurDd wnl,e lett?" be asked, curiously.
left bank of tbe little river, straight
looking
dusk,
nothing
"I
straight
to
me.
have
keep
at
me
here.
ficiently mature to warrant my delivA Colorado Case
to the bridge, which we reached al
uniform distinct In tha ea evening have I?"
you
?"
come
"Will
again
she
asked.
ering to you a message from a pretty
most on a run.
light.
Mrs. Alvlra Day,
I
you
"Not
unless
promise
stammered
a
made
and
choose
to
settle
girl?"
VH 8. Beuimf HI.,
tmn Ttitt
I
"Look there!" cried my compan"Attention!" cried the ofrr' ,Ilm' down and . . . marry."
my
way
blindly
to
the
door
which
Munlroan. Colo.,
"There no harm In attempting It,
aaya: "I suffered
lieutenant from Lor
After a moment's thought I said: ion, as we came In sight of the square.
myself hectto
my venerable friend," he
replied, servant threw open, flung
from pain in my
Tha, mavnr hsndall hlr tne ro,l' "Speed,
square
was packed with I
The
my
Inwhat
the
you
horse,
galloped
out
astride
devil do
and
mean
back ami tl
laughing.
humin
facing'1
peasants; near the fountain two
and
lieutenant,
the
my kidney
over
by
to
that remark?"
the waste of moorland, seeing noth
"This Is the message," I said: "On
swelled. My, hands
had been placed, a plank
cider
barrels
single
began
to
rank,
call
ing,
you
"Oh,
what do
Imagine I mean?"
hearing nothing save the low roar
awniji-niI(U.
were
Sunday tbe book stores are closed in
"Rouz of Bannalec?"
he retorted. "Do you think I'm blind? thrown arroHS them, and on this plank
Ixmn'a Kidney
of tbe sea, like the growl of restless
Paris."
"
holding
flag.
a
man
stood
a
Mil
red
atrenKthened
"Here,
monsieur
Am
I an ass, Scarlett? Be fair; am
and toned up ny
"Who gave you that message, Scar- lions.
The man was John Ruckburst.
"Don't say. 'Here. mc1,eurl
1?"
klrineya and benelett T" he stammered.
I came nearer I could ses
When
my ystam In
Now,
fited
Rouxr
'Present!'
"No; not an ass," I said.
CHAPTER XVI.
very way. iJurlns
He was so young, so manly, so un"Present, monsieur'
"Then let me alone unless you that he wore a red scarf across his
the Daat year mv
spoiled, and so red, that on an Impulse
"Idiot! Kedrec?"
health has been fin."
want plain speaking instead of a breast; a little nearer and I coulo
A Restless Man.
I said:
"Kelly, It was Mademoiselle
hear his passionless voice sounding;
"Present!"
bray."
I
came
When
camp,
into
that
late
Dmi'i al Aay Store, BOa a Baa
Klven who sent you tbe message."
nearer still, could distinguish every
"Garenne!"
"I do want It."
afternoon, I found Byram and Speed
His face ei pressed troubled
clear-cu- t
allfnr,a
waa
word:
Thara
"Very well, my friend; then, at your
groping about among a mass of news
m
"Men of the sea, men of that an
"Robert 0arenne!"Pe8ted ,he
POSTEJtMILSURN CO. BUFFALO, It V.
respectful request, I beg to Inform you
papers and letters, the first mall we
tne
nmyr
"la that her name?" be asked.
MnnJ:r
cient Armorlca which, for a thousand
rr.lv
r
.h.
you
that
In
are
love
people
with
circus
Madame
had
de
received for nearly
Me
"Well it's one of them, anyway," 1
r8
years,
1
has
come
suffered serfdom,
haa Informs mo
are present, Vassart and have been for months." to you bearing no sword. You need
replied, beginning to feel troubled In two months.
... ..nit...
"You are wrong." I said, steadily.
There were letter for all who were una..-my turn.
. t
Jr take conse- "See here, Kelly, it's not
you
none;
are free under this red
"No. Scarlett; I am right."
accustomed to look for letter from nuenpAa!"
my business, but you won't mind If
flag I raise above you
"You are wrong." I repeated.
lounging
m
speak plainly, will you? I know families, relatives, or friends at home.
He lifted the banner, shaking out
Tha noarher. whf .
"Don't say that again," he retorted.
6alowl- forward
Mademoiselle Elven slightly. I am I never received letters I had re-- on th. hrld
That' Why You're Ureal Out
aln
Sorb
you do not know it, you ought to. tbe red fold.
"If
of
afraid
her and I have not yet de
Have No Appetite.
"Peace, Love, Equality! All this Is
and touched hla
Don't
be
unfair;
don't
be
cowardly.
cided why. Don't talk to her."
your for the asking. The commune CARTER'S LITTLE
,nc r,,r""'." he Face It, man!"
"I am organlsic"P'
ng a
"But I don't know her." he said
proclaimed
throughout I.IVFR PIU S
be
will
said.
you
"What
are
saying.
Speed
I
V
at l.orient,
"or, at leaat I don't know her by that
France; Pari I aroused, Lyons
1 CARTERS,
"You can
will put you right
asked,
rousing
my
lethargy
from
to
tl
iiluln
kill in there!"
name."
ready, Bordeaux watches, Marseilles
replied the I
shake
his
my
hand
from
shoulder.
tenant.
"Then who do you believe sent you
"But
Ther do
"The truth. In aTl these years of waits!"
HMlVER
mat message, Kelly?"
lieutenant
A low murmur rose from the people.
"Fall In!"
tl p,Li.,
Intimacy,
familiarity ha never bred Buckhurst swept tbe throng with col their autyr
I became
epeated
His cheeks began to burn again, and
In-r
The poach
tureton-f.
contempt In me. I have watched you
vl
r
eyes.
'iking
M gave me an uncomfortable look.
orless
around
stipation
Arv
flamed. He
a a younger brother watches, lov- (TO BR CONTINUED.)
A silence, and be aat down In my
Then be
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headachr
for an ave besitat)
esc
of
iue
ressing room, bis boyish head burled
SMALL
FILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE
caught my
in his bands. After a glance at him
ef he lleuten- For the laguatej
Genuine must bear Signature
1 began changing my training
last
tlml
volver, "I
suit for
ant, cool)
riding clothes, whistling tbe while softorder you todrawli
,!"
ly to myself.
fall
the straa- The
"Mr. Scarlett I should like to tell
her b Icked
Cling ran.
rwu iwui mraeii;
,at -- you
1 wag
.lain
a
Now
DAISY FLY KILLER
' said M:l
"j-- Jm get your
clerk In the consul's office In Paris
may
iim. Hmi, elssma, r
to yourff bouse you re-I-f
wben Monsieur Ttsaandler
took a
1 nani(BJ,at nival
packet
we iriave left.
wp on evaata mv
fancy to me. and I entered hla balloon
STRONG DEFENSE OF HER SEX commendably human heart who, as
turn
ne ooaraea tne street car, observed
How an )9 report ,!"
ateliers to learn to assist him. Then
eaatiplllorllft
in Lo
oitl,will
that
tbe arched necks and cruelly
mot soil
owi
the government began to make much
lent Fcll outl 1 tD0 rear Ml Hulda Nutt Proves by Anedots
Th
I
Jur
docked
tails of the two decrepit horses
of us . . . you remember?
OoarsMiUosl
poachenj backed Oieel, and
ffaetlr
We
Thst Men Are Just ss Foolish
of th.
In
bespoke
front,
a sadly contrasting
rank, Kurned on
AHdalrort
coast,
started experiments for tbe army. ,
as th Women.
tro'.
prosperity
In their remote youth. Th
4B0LO tOMKU, 1M At KaJO At...
awaff' towtrdtde.
I was Intensely Interested, and . .
rwl.-m- ,
U. I
clin
Th Man Wss John Buckhurat.
old
tender heart wa touched at
bed fists swinging by on the
there was not much talk about secrecy
"It certainly does make me weary, in man'
piurui sight and as he took his
ere werfa not many ntnlshed. all these innuendoes In the funny pa
I made an Invention
then.
a celved none of that kind In nearly s
car be gently lifted the
and thrf call was quid raised pers about tbe women. One would eat In ortbeeggs
little electric screw which steered a score of years.
,
oasaet
out the window and
d now tbf? Infantry drumLe wa
balloon . .
think by some of the supposedly face- held
sometimes .
But there were newspapers enough
.
."
Selling $83 to $100 ton. This it
them
He laughed, a mirthful laugh, and and to spare French, English, Amerl
tlckif high tl the air, qua
tious Jokes that we girls didn't have Journey to there all tbe wav of hla
make ths burden lighter for the year for high prices. Write us
looked at me. All the color bad gone can; and I sat down by my lion's cage
sharp click, a crash, and tl
enough Intelligence to keep out of tbe
poor norses. so you see, Ima. sh
choed.
The home for the feeble minded," remarked me
tram his face.
I
and attempted to form some opinion
March f" cried the offlcer'ar Hulda Nutt to ber sister, I ma, as sh added with an emphatic nod of her
"There was a woman" I turned of the state of affair In France.
neaa, tne men are every bit a foolish
crowd prlessed od Into the dusrlf-u- pointed to an Illustration In tbe eve- a
ieo w. SOUTH WaTIft TS., CHICAQC
partly towards him.
Wben, on the 3rd of September, the
the women. If not more so." tbe dfarkenlng road the whitt ning paper.
"I know," I said.
humiliating news arrived that tha em
fes ot tffie women glimmered; t
"Somehow w always talked about peror wa a prisoner and hi army
"Now here, for Instance, Is a reChina "Called" Livingston.
drum-rofi- i
a
sortened to a distant b hashed story shout a bridegroom
military balloons. And that evening nihllated, the government, for the I
It I not generally known that Livmlng.
a basket. aDDroachlna a narrow ingstone originally bad the Intention
. . . she was so Interested in my time in It existence, acted wit.
pe slunk near me throuuH Ureek. He turns to hla simple minded or devoting
A s
I brought some little promptness and decision in a
Nam and address of eacebliind raluihlai,t,iam
work
himself to the
mat
dusk. furtive, uncertain. "Llxard." rde I Judge she must have been pioneer of Christianity In work of "a whe underttandi (arming and ranching . Splendid
ketches I had made "
of Importance.
Secret order w
China."
It
eppoitunHy for rlf hi partr. (Strictly confidential )
differently. He came un. ram nle or she never would have mar- - was as such
aid
"I understand," I said.
ent by courier to the Bank of Fra
that h offered himaalf AddruMn.Wataa,
gun qn his ragged shoulder.
Valler. Nebraak
mm ano am oners 10 carry ner to tbe London Missionary society
He looked at me inferably. "8h
ta tha Louvre, and tn tha lnvll,f
In
u go with your class
i aske(i.
This egotistical 1837, but wben be had
m tbe stream.
was to return the sketches to me at and.' that limit nlaht. train mftaw
-- received
hla
r
FUGS
i go to tne forest," he said.
Jokesmlth baa ths bride make diploma from the faculty
Caiman's the fashionable book store, raahed nut of Parla Inadail vlifcli"'"
physicians
hoatelJ. "You shall hear from ma " Inane reply: 'But you can't carry and surgeons In 1840. he offound
TninK
day. . . . I never . nest
-- - iwmwF
China
s si
nodded.
A itmt
Thfl
In..
ti me and the luncb basket We closed to him, ss Great Britain waa AMIRIOAN
thought that the new day was to be mrtat Imnnrtant n1f.tiira atirf .f ' lo
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you content
he demanded 'id be too heavy. You carry me and then at war with the country,
Sunday. . . . The book store of arulnturea from tha
was
it
r great- llnTerlng.
Ml
carry the lunch basket'
Park) are not open on Sunday bat Ike er part of tbe gold and diver f
bis meeting With Moffat who h.ri
rsjsj. rtifn
The
fs a matter of fact that foolish eently returned from South Africa, m II I 11 I si '"psun, ii. u. nuuvi
offles Is.
Back of France) and, last bu !om th tuough creature wanted
did
no
he
by
not
1
know
It gave blm tout was first recorded about an that led his slap to th Bark Ceatt
"1 began U put on my coat
mean leaat, th crown and j
W. N. U DENVER, NO.
,ela of niy hand and told him he was a hravs ctian with a basket of mgg aad a
were asked for?" France.
man; and as wast away, aoiseleasly. ol
8YNOP8IS.

suggested "and you naturally told
what bad become of them?"
.
"1 refused to name her."
"So thoy ecnt you to a fortress?" I
asked.
"To New Caledonia, . . . four
year.
I was only twenty,
Scarlett, . . . and ruined. .
I joined Byram In Antwerp and risked
tbe tour through France."
"You never saw ber again?"
"I was under arrest on Sunday. I do
I like to believe
not know.
that she went to the book store on
Monday, . . . that she made an In
but I never
nocent mistake,
I never knew.'
knew, Scarlett,
"Suppose you ask her?" I said.
Hi
Arm band tightened on mine.
then he walked away, steadily, bead
high. And I went out to saddle my
horse for a canter across the moor to
Point Paradise
Bo, by strange ways and eccentric
circle, like the aerial paths of hom
I came at last to tbe spot
ing
I had set out for, consciously; yet It
surprised me to And I bad come there.
A boy took my horse; a servant In
full Breton costume admitted me; the
velvet humming of Sylvia Elven'e
filled the silence, like the
whirring of a great, soft moth Imprisoned in a room.
The door swung open noiselessly;
the whir of the wheel and the sound of
the song filled the room for an Instant, then was shut out as tbe Countess de Vassart closed the door and
came forward to greet me.
"Are you troubled?" she asked, then
question.
colored at her
Is
Happiness
"No, not troubled.
often edged with a shadow. I am content to be here."
Her face grew graver. "You must
forget the past," she said; "you must
forget all that was cruel and falee and
unhappy, . . . will you not?"
"Yes, madamo."
I, too," she said, "have much to for
get and much to hope for; and you
taught m bow to forget and bow to
hope."
1
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ONE COMMON DAIRY MISTAKE

"FIGHTING

ARCHIE" HUNTER

Some Farmers Turn Calf Out With
Cow a Matter of Convenience
Effct Is Generally Ruinous.

Sir Archibald Hunter, "whom
Lord Kitchener placed In command of
the third British army, has built up,
during nil forty yean of service.
reputation for valor which the most
leasoned campaigner might envy
moreover, he la loved and trusted by
!
1 his soldiers, who know blm as 'Tight
Ing Archie."
His brilliant career began with
the Nile expedition, and later In the
Sudan campaign he was severely
wounded at Gules, and was reward
for his services with the D. S. O
in Egypt sir Archibald Hunter was
Lord Kitchener's right-hanman, and
be commanded a division which was
present at K. of K.'s triumph at
Khartoum,
During a period of fifteen years'
almost continuous fighting Sir Archl
bald earned nineteen decorations and
j orders, and created a record by being promoted to the rank of general
aftpr only twenty-twyears' service In
me army, it tne Kaiser Is well acquainted with the history of the South
Aincan war, ne will know that he has a danseroua antasonlst in sir Archl
bald Hunter, who will never admit defeat, and can be relied upon to find
nis way out of the tightest corner. For Sir Archibald played a conspicuous
part in tne south African campaign, and at Its conclusion a publlo reception
was proposed to nonor the famous soldier.
But "Fighting Archie" Is more at borne on the battlefield than on
publlo platform, and he modestly refused the suggested ceremony.

Lir

Many farmers who du not own hand
cream separators, and several who do,
frequently make a mistake In their
management, of the cow and calf,
where the calf Is allowed to suck the
cow.
We know of numerous Instances In
which some farmer, for some reason
or other, turned the calf out with the
cow. Sometimes this Is done as a mat'
ter of convenience for a few days; or
It may be done where i ne has so many
cowa to milk that tbey cannot be at
tended to properly. Again, If It la a
young heifer's first calf, this la fr
uuently done because she gives such a
small quantity of milk that the farmer
turns the calf out with ber, expecting to take her up as a profitable cow
at ber next calving.
In any and all of these cases, the
effect is generally ruinous. The cow
grows accustomed to being with her
calf, and If she Is separated from It
at weaning time, or even during the
hour of milking, there Is at once a
falling off In the milk flow, caused by
the change. In fact, such a dairy cow
la almost sure to go entirely dry with
in a very short time after the calf is
weaned or absent.

o

USEFUL LITTLE DAIRY HINTS

JULES BOIS' TRAGIC ROMANCE
When Jules Bols, the distinguished man of letters of France, was
In America last spring those who were
familiar with his life recalled the
tragic romance of his early years that
accounts for his deep Interest In the
advancement of woman.
In bis youth M. Bols fell In love
with a woman who, loving him In return, was bound by a marriage unfortunate and at the same time, under the French law, Indissoluble. The
woman died In reality of
broken
heart, and M. Bols, moved at once by
her sad fate and his own sorrow,
vowed his life to the cause of the
emancipation of woman. It Is from
this standpoint that he views the war
of the nations, concerning which he
Das the Idoa that the outcome will
be for the woman what the revolution
was for France. It is, be says, the
"'89 maternnlle" the date of the
rights of mothers.
Government, he says, has been
maintained and operated by brute force to no end but the Incomparable
laughter of human life now going on, which writes in letters of blood on the
page of political history that "it Is not good for man to be alone." It Is as
little good for mau to be alone In the government of cities und of states as In
any other situation In life, therefore a new Eve Is to come the woman who
will take her place beside man In politics empowered with rights commen
surate with her duties.

PEDDLER TO PROFESSOR
Leo Wiener, professor of Slavic
languages at Harvard university, fa
mous educator, author of numerous
philological and literary works and
father of the boy prodigy, Norbert
Wiener, got bis start as a teacher In
Kansas City, where he once sold shoestrings on the streets. The story of
his eight years here Is
convincing
proof of the theory that the successful man makes bis own opportunities.
When the young Russian Immigrant first went to Kansas City, after
working on a Kansas farm, be was
penniless and friendless.
Hit first
Job was as Janitor of a dry goods
store. Then a
peddler persuadod him to take up bis
own profession and supplied him with
25 cents capital.
He started out with
a paper box full of shoestrings and
other things, and more than quadrupled his capital before evening. Ho
prospered greatly and soon became
Known to tno wholesale bouses as a
bold and shrewd purchaser of slightly damaged goods Then young Wiener
discovered the pudllo library, and thenceforth devoted to trafflj only enough
time to provide himself with necessaries. The rest of the time he spent la
study In the library. Several years later be obtained a position as teacher In
the Central high school of Kansas City. From there be went to the University of Missouri, and thence to Harvard.
French-Canadia-

-
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Waste of Time and Feed to Breed
8crubs Provide Supply of Clean
Water for the Calf.
Do not waste your time and feed on
scrubs, as they take Just as much feed
and time and do not give as much In
return, either In quality or quantity,
as the pure-brestock.
Do not feed calves hot milk.
Do not feed tbe calf cold milk. It
causes scours.
Do not feed the calf sour milk.
Do not forget that the calf needs
salt even when he Is very young.
Do not forget to keep plenty of clean
water for the calf to drink. It Is better to warm It In cold weather.
Keep the calf in a clean, dry, warm
place.
For warts or rough scaly patches on
the calf, rub on a mixture of sulphur
and lard twice a day.
For scours give castor oil, then
break two or three eggs into a dish
and beat them, put them In a bottle
or
and give the culf as a drench,-twthree times the first day or two. Also
omit the calf's milk and grain for at
least one feed, then feed him less than
usual the next two or three feeds.
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So aaya Miss Rosalie Jones, who
prominence la
connection with the suffrage movement, and, putting her Ideas Into practice, she has become an automobile
In New
saleswoman
This
York.
would be in no way remarkable were
It not for the fact that Miss Jones recently Inherited more than a million
dol'ars through the death of her father, Oliver Livingston Jones. The
Jones mansion at Cold Spring Harbor,
L. I., Is one of the show places of a
section noted for Us handsome estatea
t
acres.
and overlooks 600
Rosalle'a family have closed their
town bouse and taken up their
residence In the country, but
Rosalie herself Is living In a modest
hotel In the city and earning happiness and contentment as well as money.
No woman can be
she believes, who Is dependent upon some
one for a livelihood.
Miss Jones denies that she has lost Interest In woman suffraj-e- . asserting
that, on the contrary, she la more than Stmt keeniy alive tv tbe need of the
ballot for women.
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wonanl Is always' telling her hus
band tht alman doesn't know what It
A

reach the exact width of the window.
Place this below the lower sash, let
ting the sash rest upon It as shown
in the figure. This arrangement will
admit air between tbe sashes, upper
and lower, and there will be no drafts.
This suggestion la taken from Farmers' Bulletin 607.
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Polly, the washerwoman, waa deep
a discussion of her family's short
comings.
"Man fambly suttinly do bab some
shawtcomln's," she declared. "Fur In
stance: Mah son Jawge es jes' lak a
grasshoppah."
'My goodness!" gasped the mis
tress. "How, Polly?
'Well, buhrawse only two things in
de whole wort' wonles htm: He worries dat he has to wake up to eat, an'
den he worries dat he bab to stop
eatln' to go to sleep. Ah suttinly doaa
undahstan' dat boy."
'Hut how do you conclude that he
Is like a grasshopper?" queried tbe
perplexed mistress.
"Jes' buhrawse he er de most mis- undahstandable creature dat Ah kin
think of. dat's why," she answered.
oulovllle Times.
In

Summer Plans.
"You are going away for the summer?"
"Of course," replied Mr Bllgglnsj
"that Is to say, my family will go
away, i ll stay here.
"But the climate won't be comfortable."
"I don't care anything about the cU
mate. All I want Is rest and quiet"
,
Fine Chance for an orator.
"Who Is the principal speaker, now
being Introduced?"
"I don't know. 1 heard the master
of ceremonies mention his name when
he began a few Introductory remarks,
but that was so long ago I have forgotten what It was."
A Long Vulgarian.
"This seems to be a very exclusive

restaurant."

"Yes, Indeed. Why, even the waiters are perfect gentlemen. The only
course person one ever seea here la
the proprietor, and I don't suppose It
would bo possible to exclude him."

Worse Things to Talk About
"Human pride takes curious forms."
"For instance?"
"I know a man who never tires of
bragging about his patent garbage
can, for which he paid 16.60."
Bruin the Hugger. '
Mary Speaking of animals,
Is your favorite?
Hazel The bear.
Mary Oh, yes; of course.

which.

Maybe a Peanut
"Why do you think he has a family
tree?"
"Because he's a nut."

Balancing the Scale.
"Un't that song rather low?"
"Yes, that's why I'm singing It at
the top of my voice."
Its Outcome.
"Who won at the tea light?"
"Nobody. It was a drawn battle."- Baltimore American.
A musical education does not always
put harmony In a discordant souL

It Is foolish to acquire principal
the sacrifice of principle.

at

Never call a bluff unless aure thai
It Is not the real thing.

"laughs when robbed of ber gems."
She's an actress.
If Mexico doesn't behave we'll stop
speaking to ber.

Wlien Yon Want Somcthii

D.:...l

i

w:

You can always depend upon K C not to
disappoint you. The double raise makes
doubly certain nothing is left to "luck." If the
batter is a little thin, K C will raise it light and
feathery and it will be all the better. Jarring the
stove or turning the pan around makes no difference K C sustains the raise until baked.
When there's a birthday or wedding cake
to bake, or refreshments tor reception or party
to provide, take no chances

UseKC
'
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WRITE US AT ONCE!
WE WILL KEEP YOU POSTED

Cow "Holds Up" Milk.
Once a cow Is out of sympathy with
the milker, the process of elaboration
and concentration is retarded, and we
apt to say she "holds up" her
milk.
1i

WE ARE SUCCESSORS TO THE

.

k
Ai1

Machinery of Cow.
The machinery of a cow, by mea
IT
of which she produces milk. Is ag ID
delicate as that of a watch, and vet I
we often act aa though tbe confr,Jy I
I h
were true.

II

Using Milk Tube.
Tbe regular use of a milk nt tube
will remedy defects of bard Imilklns
cow, but do not have such a
yon won't need tbe tube.
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Texture of Butter.
The texture of butter Is dependent
upon Its grain, which la secured by
fte process of manufacture.
Over
churning and too high temperature
both Injure tbe texture of butter.
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liitiful

an gookiigiwers.
Simple Ventilation.
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MOTHER

Washerwoman Never Could Under
atand Son, Therefore 8h Dubbed
Him "Grasshopper."

noiBe?

When a Iman ays, "It Isn't the mon
ey, but thtl nrinciple of the thing." put
that with fine other flapdoodle.

Bjl

J

"I can't think of anything more
tuptd than days devoted to bridge
tournaments, to pink-tegossip and
entertaining hosts of people In many
of whom you have not the slightest

round the tiers of
nds of Men Who Enjoyed That ter of taste, looked
boxes at the opera bouse the other
port In Britain Are Now at
evening and said:
the Front.
"I suppose, If a woman's shoulders
are very beautiful, she baa a right, a
Vlerloo, according to the duke or
Wtlgton, was won on the playing moral right, to wear a very" decollete
gown. At the same time
Sellif Eton. Should Britain emerge
Mr. Highbrow chuckled and shook
trlJihant from the present conflict
weliy find someone rising to claim l his head.
"At the same time," he resumed,
thulhe campaign In Flanders was
the fashionable woman of today re
woli the Engllxh shires. The shires
minds me of tbe prophet."
trele headquarters of
How so?" said his Interlocutor.
whl most humanitarians denounce.
How so?"
Gee e Bernard Shaw, for example,
She hasn't much on 'er In her own
has o words strong enough to
country," was the mulling reply.
It with. Mr. Jorrocks, the hero
of sporting novel, describing
The Fire Fiend.
ir as "war without Its guilt and
Mayor Thompson of Chicago, who Is
danger."
5
per
has
It
onl:
rent of its
measures to pre
to I admitted, however, that they advising stricter
frauds,
said:
vent
insurance
whojollow the hounds have answered
'There are, you know, a great many
madflrenlly to their country's call.
who In their ideas about
Tiro are, it proves, 150 masters of business men
are like Exe.
houis with the British colors, 3,000 Insurance
" 'I'm afraid, father,' said Exe's son,
menjers of hunts and 1,500 hunt servproperty Isn't worth repairing
ants! To them must be added the of this
any more.'
ficer of ttin regular army who are
"'Very well, Bon,' said Exe. 'Send,
ncd to ride to hounds, likewise
for Smith of the Marine and Fire
num tIiik some thousands. The total then,
company at once. Let us always bear
In ai ImprPKBlve one. It suggests that
proverb: What can't
the ial attraction of this sport may In mind the old
Insured.'
must
be
be
cured
sort
be tlit it Is, as Jorrocks said, "a
ot wr "
For Her Sake.
'You can't afford to be without this
Grim Humor.
wonderful work."
Tiere kih Scribbles, the newspa- "That's good. My wife says I am
per aimorlst."
always doing things I cannot afford to,
merry qulpster, eh?"
and this will prove she Is right."
"Hi i's a qulpster, but seldom merry.
Tbe ily time I ever saw blm smile
Sympathetic.
waa rtien there happened to be a
Meker Poor man!
short) go of reporters on the local staff
Bleeker To whom do you refer?
and : wag axked to write tbo obitu
Meeker To the chnp who Is going
ary oJai nmn be didn't like."
to marry my former wife.
Bleeker But I thought he was rich.
TvX Strings to Little Lester's Bow.
Meeker So be Is poor man!
Little Lester Llvermore Mamma,
will 'you give me a, nickel If 1 am
Naturally.
a good boy?"
'The line of battle In Europe just
Mamma
P'o; I haven't a nickel to now reminds me of our telephone exspare nw. ;
change."
Little frnjer Llvermore All right,
"How so?"
me
a
8kumji,imart will give
then!
"It's a line that's always busy."
dime If I ran vear worse than be
ean. Kansas ClA Star.
Puffed Injuries.
Redd He seems to be all puffed
The Nolstless Age.
over his new automobile.
Dlggs Would ydu like to Join our
Green Oh, did it hurt him aa badly
society for the suppression of useless as thut?

If a mund(sputes a claim made by a
preacher tile pembers of the preach'
er's church! consider him an inndei.

HIS

HAD

Biggs Don't knlw. When are you
A Paying Well.
going to start?
Bill Why, he has a well on his
Dlggs With tie next political cam place.
palgn. We are fulng to have tbe num
Jill Yes, he's way behind the times
ber of cheers educed from three to
"Behind nothing! It's an oil well!"
one.
Its Affliction.
Qucatlon of Supplies.
"What's the matter with that Infant
her Sunday Industry?"
remarked
"Dalsr,"
ichool teacher, "don't love your cat
"I think it has Infant paralysis."
too much. Wbati would you do If it
died jou wouKla't see It again?"
Some men are such clever llnrs that
"Oh, yes, teacher; I should see U
they can even explain to the satlsfnc
In heaven."
tlon of their wives where they have
"No, 'dear, you're mistaken; animalB been.
cannot go to beaten like people.
Daisy' eyes filled with tears, but
The dollar may not mean happiness,
suddenly she exclaimed triumphantly,
but it means comfort, and you can't
bl
tbe
go
to heaven, for
"Animals do
blame people for loving It.
ble aaya the promised land Is flowing
PLAN FOR GOOD VENTILATION
with milk and honey, and, If there are
The rule Is that the man who Is
no anl nials, where do they get the "bandy" about the house Isn't much
Arrangement Illustrated Shows How milk!
good downtown.
Air Can Be Admitted Between
8ashea Without Draft.
At the Club.
Some prize fighters might aa well
"So lour proposal was laid on the stand up and be counted out.
It Is possible to secure very good table, After all."
ventilation In any room In any part ol
"I thought it would be dished."
Love that survives dyspeptic cookthe dairy house or barn by the followery will endure forever.
ing device: Take a board about alx
VBusplclous Precaution.
Inches wide and just long enough to
"Did Be marry for money?"
With "every man his own police- Well, the always makes her wear a man," who'd
cop?
veil whe.i they go out together."
plead guilty.
Innocent youngsters
"The Usual Thing.
evidently hoping to go free.
Aspjcit
servant?
Do you keep a
Mrs
M'S. Nolftt Yes, and several of her
Loss of memory Is no calamity In
relations, J Indianapolis Star.
case of a fool.
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and have the cream of. their old lorce wiin us.

TAuT BEST SERVICE

M. H. BEET HAM
Mgr. aad Bead Cattle
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Saleaaaa

Denver

At Soutw Omaha or Denver, when you ship to

Groat VosloVn Commission Company
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The Clovis News

I

farmers here in Curry county "TOUCH NOT
will make affidavit substantiating this statement.
MINE

SAUL'S LAST BATTLE,
I

fflTEO"

The News Printing Company
Publishers.

r
of
The Battls Lost Saul and Jonathan
Slain The Song of the Bow, or Saul's
Dead March David King of Judah.
Later, King of AH Israsl.
En-do-

The Kansas Railway Commis- Kipg David'a Trying Exp"ot Tha
sion
has granted the Santa Fe Cav. of Adullam Ha David's
Arthur E. Curren, Fpitoh. company
authority to issue
N.ph.wt Water
David Twice Spared KirSaul'a Ufa.
of bond 4 for mad
worth
(fiice
at
post
Entered at tlie
Uuoni of tlia Hour.
improvements.
and
extension
Clovis, N. M. as second class
is suid that a line will be ex- "Love pour numlm, do yjot.0 them thai
matter under the act of March It
Imtc yiu."Luko t.
tended
from La mesa to Sterling
8, 1879.
i'i:i iinil liut'il by King
City in Texas and from south
iivid win .iicd by uuOVTI.A
west Kansas to Clayton New
osiraolJ from
TERMS OJSUUSC'KIl'TION
Minn I 1IU UHUSt'ir
li!'.
Mexio and that a litt! hi!er
thln :!'i i'i
"Ui;iiiy (Ubout four
One Year
$1M this line vvii! bo extended to a uthumin
" lo armed.
il un ii. i. Hire
It
50c point ne:tr springer to a connecSix Months
w;ih a ni'i'.ii iriiiniii!,' lo Ills future
were
No kingdom
tion with the main line.
llniK r I'iiu'I'-- i.i'iilu ' Ono wua
My road building has been done, of Jciilll, Wli')
The Carnival has gone.
r;it;ilt!"f tilts liOUt
il
any great importance for the AliWi.il n ml A lii wcntlie otlirn,
what a relief.
u ;ii il
.line i.uiwiil'iL
past two or three years and with wlin
company
r.r a linn' 'Mini un
It is said that Wilson is gt.ing the development of the south OICIIlii'i
III.'
iv,. of Ail Iniu. It In
to stand pat on his note. Ger- west and the demand for greatf.l lll nvilmany i s also standing pat. er railroad facilities the Santa It lll.ll III' IVl'lFi.'.l f
Fe will keep pace with the pro to ilnm;i. I.i naWhat next?
tion into ill v.."'.
cession of progress and proa
Il "V
flH
been iiliiinl.iiiiiy
The city marshal has his eye perity.
:i
h.'
alili lo ilo.
on the parties that have been
ri'iui'inliii'. il li t
stealing cars and taking joy
The southwest and particular
li
tin- I.onl.
rides at night and is now arrang- ly the Panhandle and eastern tlio l"roiliri Sum
New Mexico is coming in for its lii'l. Inn) iiii.iini.il
ing the net to trap them.
in o I... I;iiu; nti'l
share of favorable advertising Unit
fur liini
It v
The Carnival was a nice thing this year and many people in to nl. LI.' i. ".I'i time Ootid Spare Kino
Haul.
to have on the fourth of July as tne overcrowded eastern and for oVerllnnwliiB
guul iinil iimlilni? lilm Mm wfpHuor.
an extra attraction, but after southern states have cast their
InivM wis thus full
It wns
that, we would have been willing eyes in this direction. It has of faltli In tlod ii ud
tuo spirit
to have "swopped" it off for been extensively advertised that of ubt'tlli'ii' f In lilm that lit wug called
(iod' own lieiirt not tlint
one of Br; ana peace arguments this section has the best crops a umu ii
be wns iH'i'tiK t, but t)i ii t ill.. Lord'a will
in the face of insult.
Never this year and people are becom wn lil ri'iil lienrt'rf desiri-- end when
ti ok a differ
again Pauline.
ing more and more interested in ever tliioiicli weiiUru'Ks
eut course lie pr.imlr repented un
this country. hven the grain nelnir
tin1
ml , tfiLr implored Dlvlue
The growth of weeda on va- buyers for the allies have an forglvem-s- unjniuiiited
bin course.
cant lots and side streets is get- nounced that they are coming to
Wlillu tuijniiiiiK at tue cave oi
ting rank and will soon be an purchase the bumper crops of Adiillum, l';i id, lu a fit of bomctdek- of
refen e. to tbe flue
obstruction to traffic, a menace our wheat to feed their armies ness,
bis Beltilelm home, intimating bow
nuiand
unsightly
an
health
to
and the continued high price of much he vuld rellnh It. Thereupon
sance. A few vags could now wheat and other grain will cause three of bl followers undertook the
perilous Jorncy, unknown to David.
be used to an advantage by the prosperity to sweep over this They
were outlnws, and lletlilehctn
City authorities.
section of the country as never was In the LiucIh of tho I'lilllstiueH;
We confidently expect yet thesu brovt men obtained a wntcrThe city is going to wage war before.
kln.froni the favored well. When
the largest immigration here they presented
to David, lie deon the fiies by investing in fly
we ever experi- eluretl thai the water van Koiteu at too
fall
this
that
traps to be located in places
(Trout a cost to be lljilnly used. Then
enced.
where the most flies congregate.
ho poured it upon tlio inrtU ns a biio
rlftVo of ihiinksitlvliiR t the Urd for
Good idea. Flies are more numHoch Der Kaiser
the blessings they enjoyed and for the
erous this year than ever before
support of mn.li loyal nsmclutes. Sure
through
German Americans
notwithstanding our extra sanily Dnvld's devotion to tie Lord and
tary precautions and clean up out New England have started bis fultb were well
Training For Kingdom Work,
an endless chain of postal cards
campaigns.
David and his followers were
with the idea of bringing luck at When
Nob, Ahlmelecb tbe priest showed
The News subscription cam to the kaiser's army. The trans- lilm kindness. King Saul, learning of
this through a spy. slaughtered the
paign was such a gigantic suc lation runs:
priests of that pluee and their lineage.
God
"We
Germans
fear
and
cess that we will have to rustle
This brought to David one of Ahlmelech's sons with the priestly ephod. A
like blazes for paper and ink for nothing else in the world.
"The above saying I have re- prophet bad also joined David. All
at least a year. The merchant
this convluced King Saul tbe more that
that now fails to take advantage ceived to be passed on. Every- God's favor waa depart 'd from blm.
who
one
receives it should send Nevertheless be continued to flglit
of the News as the best adver
tising medium is behind the it to an acquaintance for nine against the Divine Program.
On one occasion David, and bis com
days and without signature. pany
times.
were occupying a, cave on the
The chain must not be broken.' went side of the Dead 8a, when King
Saul and his men entered the cave for
During the storm Tuesday
rest and refreshment David and bla
evening lightning struck a box Trustees' Sale of Real Estate associates were fnrtl.ir back in the
car in the yards setting it on
The undersigned Trustees give cave; and when Raul: company enter
David's band
that Raul be
fire.
The Santa Fe alarm notice of their intention to sell ed,
killed, that thus llefr trying experi
brought out the force and the at private sale or at public sale, ences might be fwlf.-dHut David
fire was quickly extinguished
the following described real would not consent. Illowever, he cut
piece from Saul's ijnlie ns a demon
Several electric wires were also estate in Roswell, New Mexico,
nihil have killed the
stration that
severed by the lightning and to wit:- king had he been disloyal.
company hnd
After the klnc imd
some of the west side residence
Lot twelve (12), block twelve
houses were in darkness as a (12), City of Roswell. New gone n rerliilii illgtan.l'e. David and his
men showed tln'msplvles and protested
result.
Mexico, without appraisement, that Snnl was n ,t npp n"l,'lVl of their
and on terms to suit purchaser.
lotalty mid sought
He, who has been entrusted This property has a good brick
tleflr lives when
tliilv would not
with the administartion of the building, fifty by a hundred and
tail'1 his. Saul's
1 (0t
(
functions of an office created by, twenty-fivbetl'er nature was
feet (50x125), in
nr. I hi" I; mid he
and for the welfare of, the peo- good condition, two rooms.
wilpt. snylng,
ple,
is not legally lord, but Walls built to sustain several
nrt more
hi
servant, of the people and his stories. Splendid location. Sale
iteoim than I."
It.u" the tlmo the
greatest reward will come to required to close out estate in
lniililK nf Dnld
him in service, not lordly dic- settlement with minors who live
nliandoned.
il s
)
,
tation to, that people. -- Clayton elsewhere.
Both rooms now
V,.vrrtheleMs, there
il, was it similar exCitizen.
occupied. Property will be sold 8uul N(w,,,j
later.
It would be a "pious" idea at bargain. Might accept good On this oecaslifi. heilei'iee
Uaild ond bis
for some of the Curry County farm land in eastern Kansas or nepheW entered Pnil's eii.np and took
Commissioners to absorb a little northern Missouri. Part pay- from U'sble bis hnil his Klenr and his
of this doctrine. Let it perme- ment, Commission allowed to wuter,ottle. Tl. n from n opposite
hill, a ravine bween, Iiiftvld pointed
ate the greatness of their souls. broker making sale.
out tjo the klngf (lint he was not only
B. L. Sheridan
moref vigilant tUiin Saul's stldlers, but
morfe loyal to tlie king's interests; and
F. M. Sheriden
With fat sleek cattle and hogs,
tha to pursue blm was a mistake.
Paola, Kansas.
an abundance of grain and forA PrfcfitibU LsnenV
Trustees
age crops and satisfactory prices
Jartd'a explanatlon of his (unwilling
ness to take Ids Enemy's life .waa that
for all of these things, who said
Sfcul'a waa Che Lord's anolilted, and
that we did not live in the land The ladies bible class of the tliat
to assalt tbe king waa fto attack
of milk and honey? Keep your Baptist Church were entertained he AlmUhtv'a arrangements. Thls be
aid not QfinsdentlonslT do. ITouch
eye on eastern New Mexico and at the home of Mrs. A. E. Cur- Mine aliolnted."
not
watch its continued rapid de- ren on North Wallace Street,
It to wfl to bare this prlnclil ,n
velopment All kinds of prop- Wednesday afternoon. An out-- . mind. War are not to think of the ring
erty is rapidly enhancing in door luncheon was served of todayia tbe Lord'a anolnteit, iP0
ever. Tey are their own anoint
value and the raise is hardly be- Twenty one ladies were presen
Their kUigdoms are kingdoms of
gun. Now is the time to get
world. On tbe contrary. Israel wa
cheap land that will produce
Ood'a special kingdom, under a special
Hoes, Rakes and garden tools. covenant arrangement By Divine aumore in one year'a crop than the
thority King Saul had been anointed
72.
Phone
We deliver.
original cost of the dirt on which
with tme siieclal anointing nil, typifying the IToly Spirit David's annting
It was produced. If you doubt
with the same oil was not to gh-- blm
come and we can prove it to you
1
,'U J'Vl nM
a right to Interfere with tbe Lord's
on short notice. Hundreds of
I anointing
previously accomplished in
I
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Saul, bnt to assure him that he wsj

to be Saul's successor.

Hon
Hs Ask.d Aid of the Witoh
Dsctived by Evil Spirits.
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New Mexico.

Clovis.

Reese & Pardue
Attorneys at Law

t:1.

luvii-Nio-

BANK

LAWYER

heliicii."-I'ta- lm

KESIX'UTKD unJ bunleu by
King SiibI, uo plaeo was safe
for Duvld. The lUilllstliiet,
desiring blm font friend rath
er than a foe, gave blm and IiIm followers tho city of Ziglas. While residing there, David's compiest were
over the Auialekltes.
Meantime, tbe end of Saul's reign
was Hearing. A fresh Tbilisi lue
reipilred nil the unny be c.nilj
Hunter, uud ho felt very dubious re
specting the results. Although, in bar
niony with the Divine regulation, he
had ordered ull who claimed to com
munlcnte with the dead to leave Israel
nevertheless some remained. In his ex
tremlty, King Suul vlsltod the Witch of
En dor.
The w.tch got Into communication
with the fallen angels, who hIih sup
posed, as spiritual- lsts still suppuse,
were the spirits of
the dead. Rut the
Itlble assures us
that "the dead know
not anything." Bntn-ue- l
was sleeping
with bis fathers,
awaiting the resurHorning.
rection
Then as now, evtl
spirits through me
diums personated David Ik inquiring
Lord.
tbe dead and an.
awered as Instead of the dead. In thli
case, tbe answer was that on tbe next
day tbe king and bis aona would be
defeated and alaln,
Tbe Rlble clearly teaches that the
dead are dead and can give no lnfor
matlon whatever; that they are sim
ply In a stale of suspended animation,
awaiting the better Day when Messiah
will bring the knowledge of (lod's glory
to all, as the result of Ills Hansom
The teaiblnn
Miierlflcn ut I'ulvury.
Hint the dead are nllvo contradicts
Cod's Won), a nil Is the foundation of
the grievous errors which hnve dis
None would pray
tressed Christians.
for the dead or miv masses for their
release from Purgatory, If they knew
thnl their dead were merely sleeping
until the resurrection.
"Ths 8ong of the Bow."
When David heard of the defeat hi"
sympathy for Smil and Jonathan wa
expressed In a beautiful Hiem (2 Sam
.
The Dead March from
uel
Saul ts an nttempt to put Into modern
music David's Song of the How.
In the battle Saul's sons were killed.
Including Jonathan. Snul himself was
wounded. Fearing lest the Philistines
would torture blm to death, he Dually
sulelded. A young Amuleklte brought
David tbe news, telling that he had
dlsputched King Haul nt the hitter's
request probably, however, mniiufiie
turlng this part to bring honor to himself. Hut David commanded blm to
he put to death.
Realizing that the limn had come to
move from tho Philistine country. Da
vld Inquired of the Lord by the priest
tad tbe ephod. The answer was that
he should go to Hebron. In Judea.
Thltber David and his companions removed with their families; and the
tribe of Judah, his own tribe, prompt
ly recognised blm as their king. King
Saul's son Ishbosheth had survived;
and Abner, Saul's chief general, bad
hlru anointed king of Isrnel.
Finally Abner, angered with Kind
Ishbosheth, proposed to become
vassal. King David appreciated
the pronosltlon, doubtless conslilerlns
It the Lord's will. However, the mat
ter did not carry out; for .lonb, Dn
Vlil's nephew, slew Abner deceitfully
Instead of rejoicing In Aimer's death
the king moiirneil for lilm and tie
nouneed his nephew's wrong course.
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W. A. Gillenwater

Office in Worley HMtf.
OpuoiUte Postoffia
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Dr. J. B.Westerfield
Physician and Surgeon
Office in Jackson Bldg.
Opposite Postollice

is your friend.
is for your convenience.

will help you save.
will care for your savings
will pay you

interest on

them.

It will give you expert

Office Phone 231 -R- esidence 209

ad-

vice when you are perplexed.
The advice it gives you will

E. M. Chapman

be sound.

DENTIST

It will be your friend in

Over First National Bank.
Phone 95.
New Mexico.
Clovis,

prosperity.
It will assist you to avoid
or overcome adversity.
Keep your money in YOUR
bank and pay your bills
by check.
It is the modern way.

Dr. J. R. Haney
Physician & Surgeon

It is the safe way.
It is the most convenient

Office Opposite Postoffice

way.

It is the ONLY way.
It is the way of ALL

D. L. Connell, M. D.

suc-

cessful men.

Physician & Surgeon

Make

it YOUR way.

OFFICE IN ELKS HOME

Office Phone 14G.

'Res Phone

326

o
R. R. DUNCAN
DENTIST
Office Opposite P. O.
Phone 89.
NEW MEX.
CLOVIS.

THE
FIRST

1:17-27)-

King of All Isrnol.

DR. A. L. DILLON

NATIONAL

Physician & Surgeon
Special attention to diseases of

BANK

0

the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
and Fitting Glasses.
Ovtr Umm
Oflle. Phco

liB.

Fhvra.r
RmMmic.

Ptua. t.

S. A. JONES, President
S.J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

New Mex.

Clovis,

D. D.

Swearingin

of th. arm of Dn. Praia? A 8vwlnsta
of RomU

will be in Clovis from the 15th
to 20th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fitting Glasses.

Arthur E. Curren
LAND LAWYER
If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Osteopath

a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office. Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.

Shortly lifter this, others, misunderPATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
standing King Dnvld. slew King Ish
bosheth and brought his head to Dnvld. Office 103 2 North Main Street
expecting to be rewarded. They also
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
were condemned, ami slain. All these
things endeared Clovis,
f
New Mexico.
the king to ths
1--

ieople,

who

d

Ottawa Star Nurseries

Walker's Market

t

mn

NEW MEXICO

per-

ceived thnt he was
and
generous. He
seems to have had
a great appreciation of Justice, and
forfait kinds of
also a breadth of
- Meats and
Produce
sympathy for bis
enemies.
Phone 123.
123.
Finally tbe other Phone
DmM Anointtd King. elfTen tribes Invited David to become king over all la
rael. Ttala waa probably aeventees
For Sale
years after his anointing by Samuel
ol
step
every
1
well drill and Piano.
4 cows,
Faith end patience mark
those years, and reveal Kin Davld'a Cash on stock, balance on terms.
character aa wa could not otherwise S pd.
W. F. Braswell.
have known K. Its irrandeur was
chiefly manifested ' In bis devotion to
Ood and bis submission to Ood'a will
Shoes! Shoes! Shoes! for all
Meantime King David had grown
strong In conquering bis enemies thf
family. A. J. Rodes.
the
Lord's enemies. God had declared that
come
bad
Amoritea
of
Iniquity
tbe
tbe
to tbe full, and that tbey should be de
strayed. Whether destroyed In battle,
Plumbing, Repair prompt and
by pestilence, famine or war, tbe Dl
satisfactory.
Phone 72.
one
tne sentence must be camea
Those who died by Israel's sword
II awake In the Millennial Kingdom.
T,ly will then be freed from Ignornnci
antd superstition, witn ueasiaa s ivins-dfiready to help them back to bn
perfection, lost In Eden, redeem-i1 at Calvary.
brond-mlude-

CLOVIS,

All kinds of Trees Shrub-

bery and Flowers.
W.

I

38 years experience.
F. MOOR- E- r. M. MOORE
Local solicitors.
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Money! Money!
We want your farm
loans. Can handle

them on short

no-

tice.
See us at once!

The
Union Mortgrge Co.

SEVEN ONE DAY SPECIALS
ON SALE THE DAY MENTIONED ONLY!

Saturday,
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Saturday

75c
19c
19c

Men's $1.00 Union Suits or Dress Shirts
Decorated Platters, Dishes, Cake Plates
Plain and fancy bordered Curtain goods
6 qt. Stew Kettles and 3 qt. Coffee Pots
22nd 10-- 4 Bleached Sheeting 28c, and 9-- 4
23rd Flowered Crepe Dress Goods, per yard
- Complete
24th. Reflector Wall Lamps,

7th.
19th.
20th.
21st.
1

39c
26c
6c

25c

WH ITING'S

Dry Goods

Variety Goods

"THE OLD 5 and 10c STORE"

EM

Real Estate Bargains

The Wheat Outlook

The Panhandle Grain Dealers'
Association hai been formed at
tract, one
FOR SALE.-5-a- cre
Amarillo, Texas. The member- mile north f town. Just the
ship includes farmers from the place for good chicken ranch
Tex. Panhandle and Eastern or the raising of hogs. $250.
They anticipate
New Mexico,
To Trade Good residence in
the greatest wheat crop in the

history of the sections named;
about 800, 000 acres will be ready
week
in
for harvest
a
with an estimated nveraura of
fifteen bushels of wheat to the
acre, or in round numbers,
bushels, worth from
to $18,000,000. The crop
is reported excellent in Quay
and Curry counties, where a
average has been
$15,-000.0-

Fort Worth, Texas on car line
for well located unimproved
1Q0 in Curry County.
20 acre

tract near

PjrUles

orchard, other improvements
An ideil place for a home.
Half section of land in Field
neighborhood, $1,100.

Good quarter seetion land in
wheat belt, east of Claud. For
quick sale, $750.
sown.
Good half section land near
For quick sale $1500
Claud.
Tom Burnsworth, who for the
Deeded section land with
past seven years has been employed as conductor running good range for cattle adjoining.
wesileft the first of last week $2800
for Jtjfcnois. where he will reside
Good residence house, close
in the future.
The Ladies' in, plastered, electric lights.
missionary society of the Metho Very desirable location. Price
dist church pave a farewell $1150. $300 down, balance on
party in honor of Mrs. Burns-wort- easy payments.
recor-

d-breaking

h

just prior to their departure. Mr. Burnsworth and his
estimable wife have a host of
friends in Clovis who wish them
much happiness and prosperity
in their new home.

iviiu-ouimi- icr

Resolutions of Respect

July 18th.
Whereas God in His infinite
wisdom has seen fit to take from
Don't forget to do all you can
our midst, and from the home of for the Sunday School.
We will have a special service
our worthy Praetorians, D. L.
Moye and wife, their darling at eleven for the Juniors. The
little Hazel.
Juniors will have charge of the
Therefore, be it resolved by music and it will be a helpful
Clovis Council of Praetorians, service. The subject at 8 p. m.
No. 770, that we extend our will be.
"The Bed Which is
fervent and sincere sympathy Shorter Than a Man May Stretch
to D. L. Moye, wife and family, Himself In It And Covering
in this their sad hour of bereave- Narrower Than a Man Can
ment. Take consolation in the Wrap Himself In." Everybody
fact that we can see her again, invited to the evening service.
for God hath taken her to Him- You will laugh and at the same
self. She buded on earth only time you will be instructed.
to bloom in Heaven.
J. H. Messer, Pastor.
Therefore be it further reDog Owners Notice
solved, that a copy of these resDogs must be registered and
olutions be presented the family,
a copy spread on the minutes of tax paid to City Clerk to exempt
this Council and a copy furnished them from the Pound Man. I
The Clovis Journal and The am instructed by Mayor and
Clovis News for publication.
to inforce this
City Ciuncil
Respectfully Submitted,
ordinance. So if you want to
keep your dog, get a tag for it
( B. M. Brizcndine
or we will nave to lane it in
( J. R. Elmore
Committee ) Mrs. R. L. Thomas cnarge.
Chas. D. Irvine.
( Mrs. J. W. Nelson
( Mrs. J. B. Pratt.
Notice of Sale

residence,
Obituary
two lots, cistern, dugout, etc.
Cost $1250 and worth $1000.
A happy home mourns the
$250 inc to trade for suburban death of A. S, Combs and a
dwelling in Clovis.
gloom of sadness is cast over
the community over the loss of
Curt en Agency.
a good and noble citizen. Mr.
Combs passed away at 1:27 a. m.
June 24th. at the Santa Fe Hospital,
Mr. Combs was a devoted
husband, a kind and indulgent
father, a loyal friend and a true
christian gentleman, who made
life the brighter for his living,
and was loved and respected by
his fellow workmen, who, as a
mark of their esteem for him,
gave a beautiful floral offering
of roses, firns and lillies in the
design of a sledge and anvil,
which was placed on the casket
mid-summ- er
after the arrival of the remains
at St Joseph, Mo., where loving
hands laid the body to rest in
the old home cemetery.
sellMr. Combs had been a resi
dent of Clovis for the past four
years and was Blacksmith Fore
man of the Santa Fe Shops.
Besides a host of friends, he
leaves a widow, two sons and
one daughter to nvurn his de
parture.
Trade:

4

room

Offering
We have some

millinery that will attract
your attention. We are
ing at greatly reduced prices
and invite your attention to
our new white felt, corduroy
and velvet hats. Now is the
time, this is the place, we
have the goods It's up to
you to take advantage of thu
special offering!
mid-summ-

5.

er

I. B.L.Osborne

First Methodist Church

Socialist Speaking
Kate RichardB O'Hare. an
international speaker for the
will speak in
Socialist party,
Ciovis Saturday, July 24th. at 8
p. m. There will be a platform
erected and seats arranged for
two thousand people, on the
vacant lots just north of the
Armory.
Mrs. O'Hare has held large
audiences in all the principle
cities of the United States, and
Europe.
The mother of Mrs. J. E.
Lindley is visiting here from
Missouri.

WHEREAS, the District Court
of Curry County, New Mexico,
on the 29th. day of March, 1915,
against
judgment
rendered
Joseph J. Jeter and Eva Jeter
and H. .'. Adams and Mrs. L. C.
Adams in the sum of Two HunDollars, todred and Thirty-twgether with interest on the same
at the rate of 12 per cent per
annum from Oct 30th. 1909, to
March 29th., 1915, with Ten per
cent additional on the sum of
said principal and interest as an
Attorney's fee (less $172.00) together with cost of said suit,
and the court further decrees
that said judgment bear interest
at the rate of 12 per cent per
annum, in a foreclosure suit
against them by C. F. Doughton,
being Cause No. 802 in said
Court, and the Court in said
judgment and decree ordered
and decreed that the property of
the said defendents hereinafter
described be sold according to
law to satisfy said judgment, and
the E. H. Robinson is and was
by the court, appointed Special
Master to advertise and sell said
property according to Is v.
NOW THEREFORE. Notice
is hereby Riven that I, the undersigned Special Master, will
on Monday, August 2nd, 1915,
at the hour of Ten O'clock in
the forenoon, at the frjnt door
o f the Curry County Court
House, in Clovis, N. M., sell at
public auciioii, to the highr-sbidder for cash, the following
described property, towit; The
Northeast
East
of
Quarter of Section 19, Township 5 North, Range 31 East, in
Curry County, New Mexico, to
satisfy said judgment and all
costs and Attorney's fees.
WITNESS my hand this 21st.
day of June. 1915.
E. H. Robinson,
Special Master,
June 25, July 2, 9, 16.
o

Clovis Time Card
EAST BOUND
No. 22

(Chicago Flyer)

No. 114

(Kansas City Express)

No. 21

(The Missionary)

No. 117

(From Kansas City)

Arrive 7:10 A. M.
Leave 7:45 A. M.
Leave 3:10 P. M.

WEST BOUND

No. 938
No. 937
No. 921
No. 933

Arrive 7:35 A. M.
Leave 8:00 A. M.
Arrive 1:10 A. M.

NORTH BOUND
(From Pecos Valley)
SOUTH BOUND
(Pecos Valley Express)
VIA. LUBBOCK CUT-OF-

.Arrive 6:30 A.

Leave 8:10 A. M.
F

(South from East)
(Texas Daily)

Arrive 7:15 A.

the

M.

Leave 7:35 A. M.

C.
A.
GUARANTEED

FRUIT

P.

This brand of Peaches will be found on sale at the stores
named below. It is grown by irrigation at Artesia, N. M.
on the C. A. P. 120 acre Orchard. It is picked fresh daily
and reaches your dealer within 24 hours of the time it
leaves the tree. Use home grown fruit. It's healthful
and appetizing. Try it.
Harvey & Morris
J. R. Walker
W. H. Simpson R.

Klein Grocery
A. B. Austin
B.

Cheek

C. A. P.
ARTESIA.

PLOWING!

J.

B. Bills

Central Market
E. B. Eastham
Star Grocery

Orchard
NEW MEXICO.

PLOWING!

Have 16 good teams and am now ready to do that plowing
while the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing, grading, making surface
TOM REAGAN.
tanks, etc. Prices reasonable.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

t

2

M.

G

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone 38,

Personal Experience With Osteopathy

A

(BY

As stories go this one may not be very interesting or
thrilling, for it lacks imaginative content. It is merely the
prosaic record of a portion of a life which I dare say contains no extraordinary experience. Yet I would not give
the impression that my life ha3 been at all humdrum. Indeed, I have always found it very engaging. Even the

as
35

3

parts that have not been pleasant usually contained elements of interest. However, the only excuse for putting
on paper the facts here set down is the hope that some one
similarly situated may benefit by them.
My circumstances were such, as a girl and young woman, that I found it if not necessary, at least very desirably
to supplement my rather slender resources by what I might
ho nhln to earn. In order that this should be enough to
make it worth while, I studied stenography and became in
time more than ordinarily expert with pencil and tablet.
What is more to the point, I was able to translate my notes
and with the aid of the typewriter transcribe them correctly spelled, with more than average speed. In consequence,
I always had employment at good wages. The duties incident to my employment appealed to me and in addition to
the money I received I had the satisfaction all true workers
feel in turning out good work.
nor blonde; neither was la
I was not
on account of my sex
demands
conscious
prude. I made no
and was therefore always treated with the utmost respect,
and I might say good fellowship, by the men for whom I
worked, and others in the office.
While I had considerable power of physical endurance,
I was never particularly strong.
and needed to have,
But stenography did not seem greatly taxing and as I found
with the consent of my emI could use the money I began,
ployer, to take in such work from other firms as I could do
at odd times. Once in a whlie when these extra tasks could
not be comnleted in office hours I worked overtime. Oc
casionally I became so absorbed that I was irregular at
meals, and as to other habits.
lunch consisted of icecream
Often my hasty
and wafers or coffee and cake or sometimes a meat sandI hardly know how it began, but I found
wich with pickles.
I often did not feel well. I suppose this manner of living
was not good for me. Many times after sitting in one position for several hours steadily hammering the typewriter
keys 1 was conscious of a lameness in the back, pain in the
side and sometimes a severe headache.
Of course I was too wise to neglect my health! I consulted a good doctor, one with a lartre practice, who seemed
genuinely interested in me when he could remember my
various aches. However. I always told him these, and he
gave me something for each of them.
But, somehow, the discomtorts never left me for long
at a time. As the years passed my work grew heavier and
my time for leisure grew less but the unpleasant symptoms
did not. Perhaps I should ofiener have taiten a vacation,
but it seemed hard to get away. I knew that I should have
rested a few days each month, yet it generally happened
that at such times there was work that just had to be done,
and I kept at it.
As may be supposed, I had little time, or in fact inclination, on account of not feeling up to it, for society; though
In business, and in
I did occasionally meet young people.
other ways, I met a good many young men, but none of
them attracted me especially except one. Well, he was
different. He was capable, industrious and ambitious and
had a good position as well as disposition. He became very
much interested in rr.c. He thought I was working too hard
and should give it up. I had come rather to prize my independence, but his persuasive powers were good, and then
it seemed to me that he did so need mothering. The maternal instinct, supposed to be latent in every woman, it seemed
had not perished in me despite the years of my business
career. And so we were married.
The succeeding months might have been a time of almost perfect rest for me, but 1 had gotten out of the way
of rest I think I was never lazy; perhaps I inherited an
industrious disposition. At any rate the habit of years was
hard to break. I rejected the proposition of going to a
boarding house, but the little housekeeping that was necessary for myself and husband took only a portion of my
time. But some of my neighbors, young wives like myself,
often needed assistance and as even during my bachelor-maidays I had managed to do part of my own sewing, it
really was a pleasure to help them. I also did some church
work, joined a few clubs and attended some society functions. From the standpoint of health I am inclined to believe that all of this was abjut a taxing a the stenographic
fluffy-haire-

is
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work.
While I s not really iil any of thi3 time I was far
from feeling well. The backache, sideache or headache,
one or all, was present most of the time. However, I was
doing something, or rather taking something, pretty continuously. I probably did not r.asm mucli about health
w-i-
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Someone entered the homes of
W. A. Havener and S. J. Boykin
on Saturday night during the
last Fox show, which the families were attending, and helped
themselves to the eitibles in the
ice box at the Havener home and
the milk at Boykin's. Nothing
lse was disturbed.

MARY MAPLES)

matters. I did as most everyone else I knew was doing,
when I had an unpleasant symptom I took something for it.
This continued until I literally had:
antidote for every ill.
Plaster, powdi r, potion, pill-- An
The second year after our marriage the baby came.
Neither at the birth or before did I suffer more than the
average mother, I think. My husband is the best man in
the world. If he has a fault it is that he is too sympathetic,
if that may be called a fault. 1 am sure he su tiered as
much at the time of the birth of our babe and the months
preceeding it as I did. If it had not been pathetic it would
have been amusing.
The care of my little daughter of course caused more
work and took up considerable of my time. The fact that
I took the pride and joy in her of the typical young mother
did not much lessen the strain. I did not then feel that it
was a strain, though it must have been. However, I seemed
to feel no worse when I was busy than when I tried to rest,
took lessons in china painting and did a
so I kept busy.
good deal of that kind of work; it all helped me to forget
my pains.
When the baby was a year or two old, possibly on ac
count of my run down condition, I contracted typhoid fever.
This proved to bi along drawn out illness, and it was about
three months before I was as well as usual. In fact I hardly got back even to my former state of health and the old
troubles appeared to grow worse. I seemed unable to go
on, something l teit must oe done.
I once heard of a prominent doctor of whom it was said
that he treated his women patients medical! just as long as
they would stand for it, tnd w hen they were about to change
doctors he would advise an operation. After he had performed the operation if they still refused to be well, as
most of them did, he would pronounce the verdict hysteria! and forthwith lose all interest in them.
My doctor was not like that, or if he was he never got
beyond the first stage with me. When I had reached the
point where life was almost a burden; where I could not
walk erect to save my life, he made a very careful examination and pronounced the trouble all due to a floating
kidney. He advised a "little operation," a "nephrorrhaphy"
(I can spell it when I look on the book) that would Ax it all
up. As I understood it, he wanted to cut through my back
and tie the kidney to my lower ribs. Somehow this did not
appeal to me, and so I took his advice, given later, and wore
affair, which
for sometime after a sort of
really seemed to give some relief.
But the relief was temporary, and when it seemed there
was nothing left but the operation, I decided to go back to
the city where I had bee i raised, and have it performed.
The best surgeons, like the best conntries, are always far
away. In this case it was over a thousand miles, and I have
since wondered if that is not a safe distance, usually, to
ke p let ween one and even the best surgeon. My husband,
and baby of course, went with me.
My
We lost little time in calling upon the surgeon.
car;
in
his
took
us
uncle, who is a cheerful sort of person,
and as he brought the machine to a stop before the hospital
he pointed across the street and said: "See that?"
I looked and saw. It was an undertaking establishment.
"Yes." said Uncle Willinm, "There's nothing like having these things handy."
It was a grusome joke, and possibly it made an impression on me. I know it did on my husband; he didn't
1

belt-banda-

even smile.
We had to wait quite a little while in

the reception room
for the surgeon to appear and meanwhile my husband's
courage was oozing out. Finally the great specialist came
in and he too, seemed to have no smiles to waste; it soon
But he
developed that it was to be a very solemn occasion.
went to work and spared no muscle in delving after the
cause of my trouble. Of course I had told him I had a
floating kidney. He put me through a great many stunts,
and finally announced with an air of finality:
"You have no floating kidney."
I began to take hope. "Well, then." said I, "Why do
I have all these pains?"
"It's your appendix!" snapping his jaws together.
"What shall I do?"
"Have it out; we can arrange to operate this evening."
"But doctor, that is rather sudden. I'm not ready.
Can't it be postponed for a week?"
"Unless you have the appendix removed you may not
live

forty-eigh-

t

hours."

That should have frightened me, but it's curious how
the mind works, it really amused me. I had lived through
many a
hours when I was feeling worse than I
t
did at that moment. The question flashed through my
mind -- was it my appendix he wanted, or my husband's
money? No doubt that was treason to science. I glanced
at my husband. His faie was white and the sweat stood
out on his forehead in great beads. I knew he was in no
forty-eigh-

condition for an operation -t- hough I could have stood it,
had it been necessary. I then took charge of the situation
by telling the surgeon we would think it over and let him
know if we decided to have him operate. He repeated his
ng
I mean; and we passed out
It was rather depressing, but we decided to get further
advice. The next surgeon thought an operation should be
performed, just an "exploratory incision" and the trouble,
which was very likely a diseased ovary, could be definitely
located. This was rather confusing. Three surgeons wanting to operate and all for something different!
That evening my mother, at whose house we were staying, happened to mention, during the family conference,
which was in pretty continuous session those days, the remarkable cure of one of her friends by an osteopathic
doctor. By this time I was sufficiently desperate to be willing to undertake anything no matter how frantic it might
appear to saner minds. So I suggested that it might be
well to consult this strange doctor.
About the time the lease of life granted by the surgeon
had expired, the family and connections formed a solemn
procession and we called at the "place of last resort," the
osteogath's office. His methods of examination differed
somewhat from those we had of late become used to, but
way ie went about finding
we all admired the business-likout the trouble and its cause. After he had finished the
examination he gave it as his opinion that a few months'
osteopathic treatment would bring relief. When he learned
where we lived he suggested that I return home and take
treatment of the representative of his school practicing
there a fact that showed him strangely lacking in mercenary motives, but which gave us added respect for his
advice.
Within a week I was home and in the office of the local
osteopathic physician. With his fingers he located the same
trouble with my anatomy which the first one had assigned
as the primary cause of my ailments. This doctor was not
a talkative person, but I gathered from what he said that
there were "depressed ribs," immobile vertebral joints,"
which interfered with the "nerve currents and the circulation of the blood." 'And I could feel these spots, too, when
he put his fingers on them! I at once put myself under his
care.
The funniest thing about it was the attitude my
neighbors, most of whem knew nothing about osteopathy,
assumed toward the new treatment. They seemed to think
my malady hau affected my mind; they were sure, I would
die if I didn't "take something." But as I had been taking
all manner of things for many years and was about to die
anyway, I determined to give this treatment a fair trial.
But the startled and pitying looks my friends gave me, the
whispered consultations behind my back, the deprecating
shakes of the head when I reported that I was feeling
better, were a little trying, albeit they were somewhat
threat-warni-

e

comical.

But, as you may have guessed, I have a mind of my
I can, on occasion, be "amicably stubborn," as
President Hays expressed it, and I determined that I just
wouldn't die to please these prophets of evil. No, that's
wrong. It would not have pleased them to have me die:
but they persisted in advising me to try their doctor. They
simply could not understand it
For that matter, I don't know that I understood it very
well myself; but I do know that from the first treatment I
began to feel better, though I am told that is not alwavs the
case. Tne headaches, which were of almost daily occurence
came at rarer intervals and were much milder and of shorter duration. The other aches and pains gradually ceased to
trouble. After a week or two the bar da re, which I had
worn pretty constantly, was left off and I felt no ill effects
from its discontinuance.
I fear I did not give my new doctor the best opportunity
to demonstrate the effectiveness of his treatment for, as he
tells me is usually the case with women patients, as my
strength increased so did the demends upon it But I really could not help it that I was obliged to interrupt the treat
ment to make a journey involving over a thousand miles of
travel to bring into our family a little girl- -a relativ- e- who
was orphaned and who needed a home. But in spite of this
and other distractions I continued to improve in health until
it seemed there was opened before me a veritable "new
heaven and a new earth."
I might mention that I have had the satisfaction of
seeing some of the doubters among my friends relieved of
ailments by the same treatment. In fact there is much
more that might be written and not the least would be if I
could command the language, the gratitude of mv husband
for the new science that had given to him a healthy wife in
place of a cheerful invalid.
However, I will only add that
the surgical operation seems mvethan a thousand miles
away; arm my present sraie or almost pertect health affords
a basis for the hope anu Denei mat it will never come any
nearer.

own.

D. A. Carney, a California ' Many ki nds of
dealer, arrived in the city Dress Goods. A. J. Rodes.
fruit
purchased the Merritt l!akery on
Sunday
and reports a big busiwest Otero street in the same

K. Reus.ser, of Roswell,

has

block with the Crescent and
Cotter hotels, where he keeps at
all times a big supply of bread
for the trade. He has been in
Roswell for five years prior to
coming to Clovis.

up-to-da- te

ness

in Clovis in the sale of Del
Monte California fruits.

State

Schools,

in the
Tuesdaj .

Superintendent o f
Alvan N. White, was
city between trains

Oil and Gasoline Stoves.
Phone 72.

frigerators.

Re

Blair and family and J.
Jennings and family of Fairfield community,
motored to
Hereford last week where they
enjoyed several days Ashing on
the Tierra Blanca.
E. G.

""W.

For Sale.
Modern house, 7 roi
hall. Out house,
t'
concrel
good fence,

nice shrubbery.
Prii
$1,000
cash.
Bala
Prof. Pyle, of Grady, was in
the city sev tral days the first of payments. E. F.
the wee k.
215 N. Lane St.

GEOGRAPHICAL

SOCIETY

DR. DAVID

R. BOYD HEADS NEW
ORGANIZATION.

Association Formed at Santa Fe Following Suggestion From the United
States Geological Survey Chief.
V'Mtern

I'nlull N'cWK

SantH Fe, N. M. At a meeting here
attended by a number of educators
and scientists the New Mexico Stale

Foreign

Local and Personal

According to the London Daily
Telegraph, Great Britain for tbe last
three months lms a casualty list of
5,439 officers and 107,000 men.
Mrs. Alexander M. Thackara, wife
A Specialeach day next week
of tho American consul general at
Purls, Is seriously ill. She is a daugh- at Whiting's.
ter of the luto (l.-William Tecum-seJ. Bingham, of Texico, was a
Sherman.
Clovis
visitor the first of the
Ninety persona were killed, most of
them women, In the explosion of a week.
pyrotechnic, factory ut Marseilles.
Mrs. E. T. Enfant, of Texico,
Only .four whole b. idles were recovered by searchers.
was in trie city today shopping.
I'reinler Asiinitli announced in the
Mis. Margaret Hamilton is asHouse of Commons that the llrltl.ih
naval and military losses In killed, sisting at Mandril's during the
wounded and
In the opera- salt.
tions against Hie Dardanelles up to
May 31, aggregated ;:.s,c.;!5 officers and
A Special each day next week

Gconrnpliicul Society whs funned mid
lan.-- t
niudu fur jn'i fi tt
u pennu-int orj4iiiii?.atiiii with licadiiuarteiB
Q tho Stuto University. Dr. Duvid
U. l!oyd, president of tho university,
l'uul A. r.'.en.
mih elected Blate president;
Porflilo Dluz, aged 85, former Fres
F. Wulter, Beeretury of the school of
Went of Mexico, died in Furls,
RnluicoloKy, was ducted secretary,
lie
served thirty-fou- r
years as chief exitnd a committee was named to preecutive
of
the western republic. He
pare u constitution mid
for
was overthrown by Madero In 1911
Hie organization. This coiiiiniltee
and
has since been In Kurope, most
of Alvin N. White, It. F. Ajp-- I
of the time In Paris.
tin (i mid Flkulcll'o liiica, Hie Iicudg of
An Amsterdum dispute li to tho
the SI a to Dcpurtiiiiiit of F.ducalloii.
1'laiiB for a general ulatu organization
Telegraph Company nuys thut
will be worked out.
the Dutch government has decided to
Issue a new war loan of !ti)ii,(iiiii,ono
Second Apportionment Totals $119,000 florins ($:ii;,(ioo.ono) to pay the cost of
Santa Fe. A second iipportioiinient mobilization and other war expendior $ Hi,
from funds remitted by tures.
county treasurers In June, was made
One year ago tho Austriun archduke,
by Deputy Stute Treasurer Frank
Francis Ferdinand, und his wire were
Marron. The first apportionment was shot and killed in the little Bosnian
town of Serajevo by Garvio Prlnzlp.
made Juno 11. The Hems of tho
apportionment are Identical with It was the act of I'rlnzlp, a poor stuthose of the first, and the moat im- dent, which ultimately resulted In
portant follow: For state purposes, eleven nations g lug to war.
$:!0,775.7S;
road fund, $10,ii.r.9.:i9;
Countess Gianottl, widow of the
state Institutions, $lG,r,7fi.f; chari- prefect of the royal palace under both
table Institutions, $3,51)0.23;
current Kings Humbert and Victor Emmanuel,
school fund, (5,129.30; Interest fund, lied at Lake Constance. Countess
$20,517.18.
was a daughter of Francis
Sherwood Kenney, the tobacco manuGrasshopper Leaves Peach 8eed.
facturer, who died In New York In
Fort Sumner. Grasshoppers have 1908, leaving an estate of $12,000,000.
destroyed all crops and fruit on the
A verdict of guilty waa brought in
George E. Mann place, west of the by the Jury In Loudon in the case of
river on the J. 3. Taylor tract. Mr. George Joseph
Smith, who waa
Mann says they have cleaned up the charged with the murder or three ol
peaches and left the seed hanging to his wives.
It had been alleged by
the trees, and are now eating the the crown that Smith had killed his
leaves and bark off the trees. A big wives while they were in their baths
acreage in sweet potatoes belonging and had collected Insurance money on
to F. 8. Iliai'k has also been cleaned their lives. Smith was sentenced to
aut. Tho farmers have resorted to death.
spraying in the hope of saving the balThere has been a marJtcd decline
ance of their crops.
id tho birth rate of France since Uie
wnr begun. The rate In ISM averaged
Negro Gets Appeal.
l.ooo births dally, but at the begingranted
by
ltatou. An tippeal whs
ning or 1915 the figures dropped to
the District Court to Austin Kinney, Kiiii, and there hns
been a rapid de(lie Koehler negro who was convicted
cline since tlu-n- .
In the week or June
of first derive murder at Hie recent
C to June 12, which was
the Inst week
term of court and sentenced to be recorded, thore were only
350 births
banged. The effect of tills action Is In tbe
entire country.
t stay of execution for 130 days, which
time is given the defendant to perfect
Sporting: News
his appeal to the Stute Hupreiua
NIsHdlna; of
lnsur lula.
C'lulin
Wen. Lost. fit.
Court.
IhB Mnlm-.611
H
......IS
115
1'il"'kH.
US
.UZ
'Shot or Breaking Whisky Bottle.
Denver
S7
.Ml
?. ...31
I'lmilm
30
.601
C.allup.
Ilecausn Kd Vanderagen, l.lne'ilii
3o
m
6uJ
t'liy
2
U ,4H
the
son of Andrew Vander- - Sioux
SI. Jimi'ph
2ft
34
.4U t
.igen, a rar.cher living near Zunl, ac- Wichita
24 t3i
.414
cidentally broke a bottle of whisky
or
Stanley
Yoakum
Denver
knocked
a
Candelnrio,
native
Mariano
that
ranch laborer, had hidden in a hay- out Johnny Lewis or Los Angelea in
stack, the latter became enraged and the fourth round of a scheduled
bout at East Las Vegas, N. M.
shot young Vanderwagen In the shoulder with a Winchester bullet.
Charley Welnert or Newark
Gunboat Smith or San Francisco In seven or the ten rounds In
Asks Details of Double Murder.
bout at Ebbeta field in
Roswell. II. D. Abercromble, city their open-ai- r
engineer of ltoswell, will appeal to the New York.
War Department for information reGeorge Wlngfleld's Scarlet Oaks regarding the killing of Dr. John Jainls-ton- , peated her former two good wins
at Moros, Mexico, and as to the when she captured the Electric Club
fate of Mrs. Jamlston, Mr.
handicap at five and
f
furlongs
daughter.
at Overland park in Denver.
Running horse racing for thirty
Women Incorporate Liquor Company. days, beginning In August, ut
the
Santu Fe. Two women are the Panama-Pacifiexposition was asprincipal incorporators of the Kiiton sured with the organization of the
Wholesale Liquor Company, which Coition Gate Thoroughbred Breeding
filed articles with the Stute CorporaAssociation.
They are Julia
tion Commission.
Wagner go,
The Fete Jensen-Billl.aeey and Maria llurke. James I.
I.aci y also Is an Incorporator.
Tho scheduled to amuse tho multitude in
coiiipany has an authorized capital of the big tent at Mllliken, Colo., was
called Off when Sheriff McAfee and
$10,0(10.
District At'omey Fleming announced
that they would prosecute the proVictim of German Torpedo.
moters and principals if tho encounter
Fort Sunnier. Hen Maries, an
took place.
of the lloer war ai.d for several years a resident of Fort Sumner,
General
Is reported to(liave lost his life on a
Statewide prohibition went into ef
Itrltlsh vessel which was torpedoed by feet July 1 in Alabaniu. Every saloon
the Germans.
and dispensary In the sluto was
closed.
Long Termer Taken to Pen.
More than 200 business and profesSanta F5. Sheriff R. Jnramlllo of
Valencia county brought Leandro sional men of New York City have
Olgiiln to the penitentiary to serve a signified their intention of taking a
term of fifty to sixty years for mur- month's mllltury training this summer
In a government instruction camp at
der In the second degroe.
I'lattsburg, N. Y.
Appointed on Embalming Board.
Compared with other sections or the
Santa Fe. Governor McDonald re- country, crops and conditions In tbe
appointed C. A. Rising of Santa Fe a Tenth federal reserve district are ex
member of the New Mexico Board of cellent, according to the official re
Embalmers, his term having expired. port for June made publie in Denver
by the Reserve Board. Tbe Tenth
Bound Over Without Bond.
district Includes Denver and Kansas
City and tbe report Indicates that
811ver City. At a preliminary hearing of Harry Johnson, held, before these two cltlea and the entire disJustice Boise at Hurley, Johnson waa trict are In better ahape financially
bound over without bond. Johnson la and commercially than any other dis;rtked with the killing of Joble trict
Uiyre at Lone Mountain June 15.
Nathan Straus of New York donated to the Zionist cause hia steam
Sell 1,000 Sacks of Wool.
yacht 84clllan, valued at $36,000.
Santa Fe. The sale of 3,000 sacks
Governor Whitman granted Charles
of wool, 750,000 pounds. Is announced Becker, the former New York police
at Magdalena. The entire clip of the lieutenant under sentence of death, a
season In this district, Socorro coun- reprieve
until July $,
ty, la placed at 12,000,000 pounds.
Evelyn Nesblt Thaw haa been
An auto line has been estab- served with a subpoena at Malone,
lished between Clovis and Por-tale- s. N. Y, to appear In her husband s unity
In New York.
It will make daily trips,
Archbishop Edward J. Hanna of San
principally for the accomodation Francisco, In a statement made pubof the traveling men. They lic at Los Angeles, said that "peace at
make the run in about an hour any price la not a policy the American
over the new road, which is now people will accept, and to maintain
peace with honor the nation must be
in first class shspe.
prepared for
I

s

con-bihl-

I

at YVhitiig's.
J. R. Darnell, proprietor of
the Portales
was
in the city Monday en route to
and from Texico where he went
on a business mission.

Fruit Jars of all Kinds
Preserving time is here and if you are in need of
t& fruit jars we believe we can save you some money,
WE OFFER

Times-Heral-

FOUND:
A lady's checkered coat on
June 23, on road a short distance
northeast of Clovis. Inquire at
this office.

3

r3

gallon Masons for
One quart Masons for
Pint Masons for
One-hal- f
gallon Economy jars for
One quart Economy jars for
One pint Economy jars for
One-hagallon Kerrs self sealing
One quart Kerrs self sealing jars
One pint Kerrs self sealing jars
One-hal- f

55

Iron Clad Hosier y, tbe very
best. A. J, Rodei.

...n

one-hal-

ti-l-

Wn"

Dr. T. J. Stem, who formerly
resided in Clovis but who now
lives at Gainsville, Texas, is in
the city shaking hands with
friends,
A Special each day next week
at Whiting's.

Paul Coldren, of Muleshoe,
Texas, was in town Wednesday
with a company of land buyers.
He has just returned from a trip
to Iowa.
J. A. Freeman, of Crosbyton,
Texas, passed through the city
Thursday morning en route to
his farm near Ima, New Mexico,
where he will reside until fall.
Ursi Keen, of Portales, was a
visitor in the city a couple of
days this week.
He has 500
head of cattle on his ranch near
Portales and will have a bunch
of two year olds for sale this
fall.
Mrs. Lee Hamilton, of Tucum-car- i,
and family are here visiting Mrs. Hamilton's sister, Mrs.
A. E. Curren. She was accompanied by Mrs. Hamilton, of
Coke county Texas.

Special each day next week
at Whiting's.
Mrs. F. H. Pike and daughter,
Eletha, returned on train 117,
Friday a. m, after a six weeks
visit in Pennsylvania, their old
home. They think Pa. too far
away from Curry County and
Clovis to amount to anything.
A

E

3

sec-Dn- d

V.rr

WOULDN'T THIS JAR YOU ?

U

lf

$ .90
$ .75
$ .60
$1.50
$1.25
$ .90

$1.60
$1.35

$1.00

GTOOT?

3;

Phone 29.

A. B. Austin, Prop.

J

Enterprise Echos
of Clovis,

Prof. Bickley,

was

Sunday.

3C

W. J. CURREN, Mgr.

Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Snell. Mr.
and Mrs. Bender, Misses Grace
Lewis, Julia, Sallie and Maggie

Braswell, Messrs Joe McGregor
snd Creston Walker spent Thursday evening at the home of
Grandpa and Grandma Snells.
Cleve Edgell, the recent proMr. and Mrs. Braswell and
prietor of the Melrose Dairyman-Farmefamily,
Mrs. J. Holden, Messrs
was in the city for
and Creston Walker
Killion
Karl
several days the first of the
Carnihan home
week. Mr. Edgell is now agent visited at the
afternoon.
Sunday
for the sale of Ford cars at Melrose.
Mrs. Zwissler called on Mrs,
Wednesday afternoon.
Taylor,
W. Z. Mitchell, of Altus, Oklahoma, was in the city Tuesday
Everybody invited to come to
and Wednesday visiting his singing and prayer meeting
sister, Mrs. W. I. Luikart and every Sunday night at the Enfamily.
He came over in his terprise school house, 4 miles
car and" will return via Lubbock, south and 1 mile east of Clovis.
Texas and Guymon, Oklahoma.
We all had a good time at the
Mr.
While the big rain will be of Literary Saturday night.
much benefit to other crops, it Wallace of the Ideal district
was not desired by the wheat was present and made a talk
threshers at this time and is re- on Farmers' Alliance.
ported to have done considerable
father of Mrs.
G. W. Black,
damage. Some hail accompanied Holden, returned from Oklathe storm.
homa Wedcesday, where he has
son since
Born The stork visited the been visiting with his
Christmas.
home of Mr. and Mrs. .Glenn
Misses Velma and Thelma
Huff Sunday afternoon about
visited with Elsie Lewis
eight
Houk
an
and
o'clock
left
three
pound boy. "Daddy" Huff is Sunday.
now struting around like a peaMrs. Zwissler and Miss Grace
cock.
Lewis visited with Mrs. Holdon
Friday.
Ticket to Fair
Mrs. Mattie Maddox. of Tulia
Hardwick Brothers, managers Texas, is here visiting with her
of the Lyceum, have decided to mother, .randma McGregor.
give .way another ticket to the
Mr. and Mrs. Sears, of Cloworld's fair in a drawing to be
vis, visited with Mr.- and Mrs.
concluded on August 9. John
Sunday.
Hilsrartner, a popular Santa Fe Todd
Sam Tracy received a message
employe, won the trip on ticket
Texas, Tues64308 at the drawing Wednesday from his sister in
was not
father
his
stating
day,
night
expected to live.
Born To Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
Crain, Tuesday, abonucingbig
Read Whiting's ad this week.
girl

DC

The Curren Agency

the guest of "Uncle" Woodward

(U. S. COMMISSIONER)

Real Estate
Fire Insurance
Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

....

kj

Conveyances of all kinds. Land Business a Specialty.
Taxes paid and records examined for non resident
Notary Public in Office.
owners.
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Union Barber Shop

EXT

R. H. SNELL1NGS, Proprietor.
Satisfaction guaranteed or whiskers cheerfully refunded!

...THE CL0VIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
112
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First Class Work.
South Main St

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexico.

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY AND TRANSFER

TlNE

The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovia

Down Town Phone 123

Residence Phone 321

-

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

HOT AND COLD BATHS

The Sanitary Barber Shop
Shorett & Petitf ils, Props.
WE DO THE A. T.

ANITARY

-

-

8. T. H08PITAL WORK

ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

THE CLOVIS NEWS
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SNAPPING
CflARLES MACNAMACA.
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About October 6
nest No. 2 suffered
a like fate. There
still remained nest
No. 3, which waa
some distance away

from th other.
On October 6 only
three younB had

emerged from this
nest; two or three
had died In the
shell, 12 eggs were

addled,

and

In-

bad attacked
the
others. and
shells were full of small white maggots.
But 27 eggs were apparently good, and Just on the point of
hatching. But some time between the
sixth and the eleventh a skunk found
this nest also, and ate everything In It
live turtles, dead and decaying turtles, unhatched eggs, addled egg and
maggots. It must be admitted that the
skunk seems to lack those discriminating niceties of taste that mark the
true epicure.
Thus of the six nest on this beach,
containing probably 250 eggs, not a
single young turtle survived to reach
the water, and If any of them had escaped the land risks, no doubt another
set of dangers awaited them in the
stream. However, any large Increase
would
In the "snapper" population
mean the annihilation of all forms of
aquatio life, and In view of their destructive habits and their singularly
unattractive personality, we can contemplate their fate with small regret
sects

those of the snapping turtle are perfectly round. They ore Just about one
Inch In diameter and have a stiff,
parchmentlike shell of a creamy white
or pinkish color. A friend tells me
that be has eaten them as a boy, and
to the omnivorous appetite of youth
they were very well flavored. Although
the dawn of motherly affection Is to
be seen In animals muoh lower In the
scale of life than the snapping turtle,
these latter are entirely devoid of the
maternal instinct, and after depositing
their eggs they leave them to be
hatched out by the heat of the sun,
and take no further Interest In them
whatever.
Three nests that I examined, and
for observation purposes designated
Nos. 1, 2 and 8, contained 31. 45 and
49 eggs respectively.
Another nest,
Xo. 4, was found later to contain none
but infertile eggs.
The eggs in nest No. 1 were depos
the
ited during the night of June
others between June 13 and June 16.
The development of the young Is slow.
On July 30 the embryos In nest No. 1
were perfectly formed, but were small
and quite colorless except for the dark
eye spots. By August 19 they had as
sumed the black coloration peculiar to
the Immature young, but there was
still a quantity of the yolk of the egg
to be absorbed. On September 8 the
yolk was nearly all gone, and on September 12 the young were out of the
shells an Incubation period of exactly three months. They all., however.
remained burled in the sand, and those
I dug up began to burrow again as
soon as I laid them down. They were
thickly smeared with egg matter and
damp sand, but when washed clean
Appeared as stout little Jet black crea
tures, with ridged and tubercled cara
paces about one and a quarter Inches
long, and quite soft as yet. When
their heads were drawn in they looked
remarkably like large pickled walnuts.
They seemed to be ignorant of the
"Kultur" practiced by their elders and
made no attempt to bite. A couple of
them I brought home could not be In
duced to eat anything and persisted in
burying themselves In the damp sand
with which their box was provided.
Nest No. 2 hatched out about Septemof the eggs
ber 23, but about
were Infertile.
As in the case of nest No. 1, the
young made no attempt to leave the
sand, and It seemed evident that they
Intended to spend the winter there,
for on September 24 the young of nest
No. 1. hatched twelve days before,
were still buried. As the thermometer
not Infrequently goes down to 30 degrees below zero here, I was looking
forward with interest to see how the
young turtles would stand the Intense
winter cold, for they were certainly
not below the frost line; but at this
point my Investigations were arrested.
In July and August I had several
times noticed tkunk tracks on the
beach, and knowing the marauding
habits of this animal I felt somewhat
uneasy for my turtle eggs. But at this
for there was no
time they
visible mark on the surface of the sand
to reveal the position of the nests, and
before the young emerge the unbroken
eggs have no smell that could give
the skunk a clue. But when the young
come out they have a strong odor that
quickly betrays them to the enemy,
even through six inches or one
foot of covering sand. And so on September 25 a skunk discovered nest Xo.
and ate all the young turtles. The
raider also ate all the Infertile eggs of
nest Xo. 4, and dug up and destroyed
two other nests near by. which I had
not known of before.
11-1-
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carbonic acid In the air. while the
yield of tomatoes was doubled and
of cucumbers Increased 12.5 per
Carbonic Acid Gss One of the Best, that
cent by carbonic acid treatment.
According to Man Who Has
It has generally been held- - that .03
Experimented.
per cent of carbonic dioxide in the
air Is sufficient for plant growth, but
The value of carbonic acid gos a
subject Mr. Fischer thinks that more than
the
been
has
nutrient
plant
a
literature, in- this can be utilized, provided there Is
of coiiBlderahle
paper by H. ample light, and that experiments In
Interesting
an
cluding
xperlmects In this direction might have valuable reFischer, describing
the sult.
Germany. The author found M'.stflow-ROn the other hand, I. F. Kldd, an
i
development of both foliage and
English investigator, finds that an ax- was stimulated by m excess of
IS VALUABLE PLANT NUTRIENT

and the other rood i
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KNEW HIS WORLD

OF FICTION

Hauptmann Wrote From Experiences
Which He Had Gathered in
Hi Own Life.
Hauptmann In one of his many
phases may be regarded as the Murger
of Germany, said Andre Trldon in a
recent lecture on the German novelist
and playwright. No less than six of
Hauptmann's dramas have for their
subject the struggles of artists and
writers before they "arrive" or resign
"Lonely
to obscurity.
themselves
Lives," "The Sunken Bell," "Michael
"The Rats," "Colleague
Kramer."
Crampton" and "Gabriel Schilling's
Flight" present to us a gallery of type
Infinitely richer than those In "La Via
de Roheme."
Hauptmann knew the bohemlan life
from experience; he had studied art
studio
In Breslau, opened a sculptor'
In Rome, spent many hours with the
young revolutionists who wrote for Dl
Gesellschsft and received them In hi
tirgner home.
He delighted in depicting those people at war with their own environment,
finding no happiness in their art that
disappointed them, In their married
adlife nor In their
ventures.
The Btorles are told without bitterness; in fact we find In them an undercurrent of humor and satire. Haupt-mnnknows how the world ought to
the tremendous
be. but he recognize
fact of the world as it happens to be.
The memory of his own struggtea does
not blind him to the ridiculous aide of
the artist constantly hampered by hi
unpleasant affectation.

'Libby.MCNeillA
Ubby, Chicago
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ASHINOTON. "Why Guide Oo Mad" might be an appropriate title for
a comedy which could bo collaborated on by the nine women employed
the bureau of engraving and printing to escort visitors through tb
building. It Is hard to believe that
the foolish question put to those
u,aeB come irora iuu uys ui
A
nOW
nntlv sane adults. Can you oleture a
gentleman,
US I dlgniaed. middle-ageI narenttv In noesesslon of all his facul.
.
WMEftC TH I tip. turning to the voun woman at
REAL I his side and asking seriously:
"Wny are tho8e note green on
v4
flflflE
"H IT
one side?" Or a
matron putting this one:
W-ZLJ
-happens
to an this
"What
money?" No querulous Infant, with
an abnormal thirst for knowledge, could do worse than that. Some of the
most amusing Incidents In connection with escorting visitors through the
bureau are related by a woman who has been In the employ of the govern
ment over twenty years.
a big
"So many of the visitors labor under the delusion that this
exhibition hall and that the money Is being made In a sham sort of way with
merely th idea in view of enlightening them a to the process' she said.
"So they ask:
" 'Now show us, please, where they make the real moneyr
" 'Surely this isn't the money that we use?'
"'What do tbey do with all this paper after we are through looking
at It?'
'You don't mean to tell ua thl I real money?'
It I amazing how few persons know that the face of a bill I printed la
black Ink and the back In green, until they visit the bureau.
"Some time ago, when the buffalo notes were being printed, I was escortIns; a banker through the place, when he suddenly paused before one of the
machine and asked whether we were printing a new note. I replied In the
negative, but he contradicted me.
" 'My dear madam,' he said, 'I have been In the banking business In New
York for over forty yeara, and I have never yet seen a bill which was green
on one side.'
I told him that, on the contrary, he had never seen any other kind. He
promptly offered to give me every bill in his pocket which happened to be
green on one aide. When he brought to view a large roll of bills and dis
covered that I waa right he would have turned the money over to me had
But It was too easy a way to make so much
I been willing to accept It
money."
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OPITAL AFFAIRS
rs

that part of the Ottawa
where I live only
of cheloula
found the painted
turtlo (C'hrysemyB plcta),
1
popularly known as the
YM3 2&
turtle,"
and the
"mud
snapping turtlo (Chelydra
serpentina). Both are entirely anuotlc In their
habits and rarely leave the water except to lay their rgg8. The painted
turtle Is the more almndnnt and, from
Its custom of crawling out on logs and
rocks to bud Itself, Is much oftener
seen, and consequently better known
than the "snapper," which, though it
exists In far larger numbers than la
generally suspected, evidently flndB
concealment best suited to Its predacious mode of life. In its business It
does not pay to advertise.
The snapping turtle has a very extensive range, being found over the
whole of the United States east of the
Rockies and as far south as Ecuador,
while to the north It extends probably
to 50 degrees north latitude. It grows
much larger than Its "painted" brother,
specimens with a carapace length of
two feet being sometimes tukeu.
its strong, thick tail, its chief
characteristic Is its long neck, which
It can dart out with astonishing rapidity to seize Its prey or attack an enemy, and from this It gains its popular
name.
Its powerful Jaws, though
toothless, are bony and sharp, and are
capable of Inflicting a serious wound
on the careless captor. The carapace
of the adult animal is composed of
smooth, well defined, greenish brown
plates. The plastron and under parts
of the animal are yellowish. Very old
Individuals evidently lead sedentary
Urea, apd thus avoid the proverbial
opprobrium of the "rolling stone," for
their shells are often thickly coated
with moBB.
On lund they can walk briskly
enough on their long legs, but the
water Is their real element, and they
swim easily and well, although, of
course, their lines are not designed
for speed, and they can remain submerged for long periods.
As the "snapper" Is well able, and
always more than willing, to take a
strong offensive ever the best means
of defense it does not stand In need
of a capacious shell, like many of Us
relatives, Into which
to retire out of harm's way. Consequently Its carapace scarcely cover
Its retracted bead and folded tall,
while Its cruciform plastron Is narrow
and small, and leaves the under part
practically undefended. The animal
generally has a very unpleasant,
musty smell, and always exhibits a
most savage temper. Its favorite habi
tat Is small, sluggish streams and
swamps, where it lies concealed in the
mud and weedB, darting out Its long
neck to seize its food. It Is purely
carnivorous In Its diet, and destroys
large numbers of fish and, when It can
get them, young waterfowl. On this
account we muBt class It as a decidedly injurious animal, although In some
places It 1b regularly used for food,
and Is said to be often seen on sale
In the marketB of the southern I'nlted
States.
About the middle of June the females leave the water at night to de
posit their eggs. They crawl out on
some sandy beach and scrape shallow,
saucer-shapedepressions In the loose,
dry surface sand In order to reach the
firmer layer of damp sand beneath.
On the beach I examined, these de
presslons were about six Inches deep
by fourteen or fifteen Inches In dl
ameter. The turtles seem to be rather
fastidious in their choice of a site.
for they always make a number of
these hollows before Anally tunneling
Into the damp sand. The tunnel, which
Is the actual egg receptacle, is an oval
section about three inches by four
Inches, and slopes at an angle of 20
or 30 degrees Into the damp sand
to a depth of four or five inches. The
eggs, which jiiBt about fill this tunnel,
are all deposited at the same time,
and the sand scraped over them again
and roughly heaped up. When the
"nest" is completed the bottom of the
tunnel Is about ten Inches from the
surface. The eggs of nearly all the
other cheloula are oval in outline, but
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Shown

in

the

Museum

no museum collection In the world better illustrate the
of the steam engine, particularly the locomotive, than the
exhibit of the United States National museum, which Include two of the
original locomotives and.
earliest
numerous model and accessories.
wfM
I
The history of the steam engine
PllRTI UllEl
Is a materialistic romance wltbout
GUYS
J
parallel In the record of human
enlevements.
It cover the stuof
pendous and persistent effort
many early philosophers
and mechanics, who found steam a mysterious, uncontrollable force, and left It
controllable factor
a comprehensible,
PROBABLY

(im

The steam engine
has teen termed the most successful
Invention ever brought Into use for converting the potential energy or coa
into mechanical work.
an ImA the reault of a wager made by a resident of tlerthyr-Ty'dvll- .
portant Iron town of South Wales, that he could convey a load of iron nlns
miles by the power of steam alone, Richard Trevlthick made the first engln
to run on rail In 1803, and won the wager for hi employer the next year
engine I to be seen In the National museum, at
A model of Trevlthick'
I
also the model of the engine employed by John Stevens In 1825, and hit
original tubular boiler. Other modeU Illustrate nearly all the type wblcfc
began to put In their appearance soon after 1828. when the "Stourbrldg
Uon" was built in Enaland and shinned to America, where it wa the Oral
rails. The museum possesses not only the model
engine to run on
ine omer original
of this historic engine, but the original engine ttseir.
locomotive to be seen In the museum la the "John Bull," built by
8on of England and ablpped to America for us In
George Stephenson
1831 on the Camden and Amboy railroad.
of public service.
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United States Comes to Rescue of the Buzzard
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LIVE AGENTS WANTED

WILL RENT
MY PIANO

private party and
privilege of buying later if
suited and applying rent on price,
or will sell now lo responsible party
at special price on easy monthly or
quarterly terms. If interested write
me at once, address PINO', care
Boa 1611, WESTERN NEWS.
to
give

PAPCB UNION, Denver, Colo.

Keen Rivalry.
"All the farmers hereabouts seem
I don't suppose
to own motor cars.
an automobile salesman could do
much business in this community."
"Oh, yes, he could. The farmers
about here have quit trying to see who
can ralMe tbe finest cattle and the biggest crops. Every one of them Is
to get hold of a car with Improvements the other fallows' cars don't
have."

try-lu- g

Forced to Make Up for Lost Time.
"Whenever I'm yur in Kay See,"
stated Sandstorm Smith of Rampage,
Okla., who is for the nonce in the
city's midst, "1 don't go to bed with
tbe chickens, by any manner of means,
and yet I'm never triilln' around so
lata at nluht that I don't sea hundreds
of prominent people scooting through
strings
the scenery In automooiies.
me that folks yur are scandalously behind with their riding." Kansas City
Star.
A

Gentle Hint.

The Grocer (to new customer) Did
you find your taut order satisfactory,

comes to the rescue of the buzzard, tne Dig.
THE) United States
bird which some men call the "turkey buzzard" and other madam?
Engnsn, can me
But
Mrs. Housekeep Fairly so.
men. lut aa aure of the rectitude of their ornithological
,
n I tha
- nM t wfc
i.
u.lUmej TUlluro.
1 UO lavi
next time I wish you would send us
national government announces ttaell stronger coffee and weaker butter.
a friend of the buzzard may be taken
by many American to Indicate that
When there 1 family reunion the
exist between the men present enjoy It almost as much
cordial relation
eagle and the buzzard, but If a man as they do a funeral.
draw this Inference be doe It at
nign-soann-

V,

own risk.
The buzzard, though one of the
loftiest and easiest flyer among the
birds, Is not esteemed as one of the
most beautiful when viewed at close
ranrA. Ha la one of those numerous
creature to whom distance lend enchantment. Then, too. he ba personal
delicate and
h.i,ii. n,i fa.tna or annetites which do not commend him to acknowledged
tendencies. It ba been
sensitive men or to persons of esthetic
... li-- J . .
u I. MUM ha MBinnah
Skeleton in the Closet
that in certain waya the ouzzara is a useim nni,
"There Is a skeleton in the closet" to clns him aa more useful than ornamental.
forth recently by the bioHow often we bear this expression.
The usefulness of the buzzard has been set By
his work a a collector
agriculture.
of
Hut do you know how it Is supposed
department
survey
the
of
logical
classed aa garbage he
to have originated?
of gBrbage and other refuae which I not ordinarily
There Is an old story that a soldier contributes to the health of the communities which he honors with his presonce wrote to his mother, who com- ence He la a acavenger bird, and he pile hi trade only In thoe communiplained of her unhapplness, asking her ties which are aadly in need of .cavengers. If everything were kept clean
to get some sewing done by someone in a community there would be no buzzard or fllea In that place, and a the
who had no care or trouble. Coming buzzard help to keep down and to put down the output of garbage and so
In her search to one who she thought forth, he thu dlmlnlhe the output of Hie.
must be content and happy, this woman took her to a closet containing
Flow of Rivers
How Uncle Sam
human skeleton.
"Madam," said she, "I try to keep
watching the
my sorrows to myself, but know that
a man leaning over the railing of a . bridge, intently
IF you see
k th , tne maQ u
- .
every night I am compelled by my
-wun a toiepnuun
7L
husband to kiss this skeleton of him rJTJ
fc
to the fishes or to a diver below the .urface. He la probably
.
W V.
who was once his rival. Think you, one of the government a engineer
then. I can be happy?"
measuring the amount of water passThe answer is Just as obvious to ing under the bridge. Tbla la done by
day. The skeleton is still a depress lowering an Instrument, known as a
ing object.
current meter. Into the water at several point under the bridge to determine the apeed of the water and
atmosIn
the
cess of carbon dioxide
dept of the water
phere retard or Inhibits the germina by measuring the
earn point.
the
at
tion of seeds, but without injuring
FTom auch information the flow
them. He suggests that the produc- of
the river at that particular time
tion of carbon dioxide In nature by .- ha comnuted, and
h.i.ht
may
vegetable
matter
the decay of
play a part analogous to that noted
in his experiments.
.- -each day from a river gauge
wanted
how
Ta Remove Indelible Ink.
-U"'
ed'to occu y the house. The .am. thin.
n?
!
Equal part of ammonia and tur
.
pentine will remove the most obstl
-- nate Indelible Ink. Saturate well and
flood control worns. irngu
rub hard.
hi
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Supply their growing bodies
with right food, so that Brain,
and Muscle, and Bone development may evenly balance.

GrapeNuts
FOOD

waa originated to supply, in
proper proportion, the very
elements required by the
human body for growth and

repair.
of

To supply children a dish
Grape-Nut- s
and cream

for breakfast regularly, is to
start them on the road to
sturdy health.
--

"There's a Reason"
for
Grape-Nut- s

Sold by grocers.
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BATTLES

OF WAR

Correspondent Describes Plain of
the' Last Spot Contested by the German Crown Prince in His Retreat After the
First Advance on Paris
Viand
llages on Every, Side Spirit of French Is Undaunted.
Vaux-Mari-

e,

Shell-Tor- n

By EDWARD B. CLARK,
HU(t CorreeponriVnt of the Western Kews- pupcr Union.
Near St. Mlhlel, Prance It ta at St.

Mlhtel that the German fifth army,
commanded by

the

crown

prince, It holding a salient,
shaped like
spear point, and
which cuts Into
the valley of
the Meuse. Ever
since last September when
the Germans retreated to this
place after their
first advance,
and which they
had already
prepared for

defense,
men of

the

the

prince's
i
forces have
1 n
succeeded
Edward B. Clark.
keeping
Tip on the spear handle against all
the efforts of the French to wrest it
from them.
On the plain from which I am looking at the light smoke wreathing over
the batteries there was fought one of
the most desperate battles of the present war. This field is called the plain
of
It marks the last spot
contested by the crown prince In the
retreat which he was forced to make
to keep his lines In touch with the retreating armies on his right flank,
armies which occupied a long front extending from this place almost to the
gates of Paris.
Dotted W,ith Graves.
This plain, with its dotting graves
of German and Frenchmen, newly dug,
and with Its great gaping holes made
by the falling shells, marks the present high tide in this section of the
French advance from the Marne. The
cigarette-smoking- ,
fighting,
almost
debonair soldiers of the republic on
this bnttle front are Mill on the offensive and ire throwing themselves
forward dally under the cover of a
screen of shell fire in despernte endeavor to drive their enemy from the
crown

their

Vaux-Marl-

Fire-Scath-

written something of my military companion. His mother was an American. He stands six feet three In bis
campaign socks. He Is dressed today
as always. In his "horizon blue " This
color melts Into the sky screen, and
as my eyes seek the captain out when
he Is at a distance, I feel that no ambitious artillery man can make an adequate mark of him, loomtngly big
though he Is.
cavThere are so many
ities In this plain that I wonder It
was necessary for either French or
German to pause here to use the
spade for
for their dead.
The fallen here are In great numbers.
Many of the burials have been made
within a few days. The survivors of
the battle lay their comrades away
tenderly. At the bead of one long,
mounded trench there Is an Inscription which says that within rest 67
soldiers of France. On a cross at the
head of the trench, roughly written by
some kindly hand which In the battle
time must make baste with Its task,
are the word, "Honneur aux Heroa."
Supplies Constantly Arriving.
From bases which I must not name
and lying well to our rear, supplies
constantly are being brought up In
gray motors and In heavy army wagons for the French armies battling
along this line from St. Mlhlel to the
Argonne forest. I know that the last
French official report has reported
gains In the region of the Argonne
forest, which lies only a few miles to
my left and from which every few
minutes I can hear the bellowing of
heavy guns. It seems from what 1
hear that the high hope of every
trooper In the forces of Generals Lan-glde Carry and Sarrall Is that the
effort and the success along this line
will be In keeping with the marked advances, which, rumor at least has It, the
French and the nrltlsh armies are
making In the far northwest, where
flank on flank as we hear It here, they
are well into the first stage of the
spring drive.
There are no motor buses left In
Today I know why. They
Paris.
have been pressed Into the service for
supply transport purposes all along
of the rear of the French
this
shell-mad-
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After the Battle.
defenses, benatural and
hind which he stands still resolute
and still apparently possessed of the
purpose, when the opportunity offers, to go forward once more
over the ground which he gained last
summer only to lose when the leaves
turned In the fall.
The sound of the battle today la In
my ears. The distance to the line of
the fighting Is nothing, but as the military men sense It, the grappling place
is a long way off. According to the
conceptions of men who fight under
modern conditions, the man who Is
only within range of the heavy artillery Is not In the battle at all.
When the chance of being hit Is Only
man, according to the
one In twenty
modern Idea, la In no danger. He must
be under the hell fire of shrapnel, facing the driving rain of small arms'
bullets, or with bayoneted rifle In
hand, must be guarding and thrusting
against an enemy whose breath be
can feel on hia cheeks. When the
chances of the lottery are all against
him. a man In these days Is accounted
as being In real peril.
Gigantio French Captain.
here under the chaperonage,
am
i
o to apeak, of tho same army officer
with whom I visited other points of
the field of operations, and with whom
I looked on the devastation and desoand
lation which rule In the shell-torvillages of the Marne and
Meuse. This French officer It Capt
Gerard de Gaoay. Before this, I have
man-mad- e

high-hearte-

d

lines. One of these buses, whose
ordinary work Is the carrying of a few
native Parisians and of a great numalong the
ber of American sight-seerboulevards of the big city, has Just
passed me on the way to the front
In big letters on Its side appear the
words "Place de la Bourse." Today
It ia not going to the fighting line of
the financiers, but to the camp kitchens of the embattled
troops of
France. It la loaded with fresh beef.
An army must still fight on Its stomach, and ao this rackety Paris bus Is
carrying a cargo more serviceable
than shells for the "seventy-fives,and more useful. In a way, than the explosives for the sapper and the miner.
Industry of French Peasanta.
Ever since I came Into this fltld of
operation I have been struck by the
way In which the old
French peasants, aged men who cannot go to the fighting line, and the
women and the children, have followed
the army and bare fitted the blade of
the plow Into the track or the advancing machine gun. The old men,
the women and the children of this
land are cultivating the fields almost
up to the points of contact of the batSo earnest was the
tling armies.
peasantry In 'Ha endeavor to make
every acre of the toll yield Itt toll
agatntt the day of possible need, that
It actually carried Ita tilling and planting work Into the fields where the
shells still were falling.
The military authorities finally War
s

"

compelled to call a bait on the cultivating ambitions of the French peat- ants. Tbey admired the spirit which
prompted the aged ones and the women and the children to dare death In
order to make a full crop possible,
but they did not think that a few extra. hllftYiAla nf wheat nr nf tmtfltoeS
would compensate France for further
It was j
losses among Its peasantry.
necessary, mereiore, io can a nan uu
this fine but dangerous farming endeavor. The tollers did not mind the
hell of shell fire any more than the
soldiers did, but there are tome sacrifices which are needless. So It is
that the peasant toll of today must
manifest itself only up to the inside
limit of danger from dropping projectiles. Thus it Is that the plain on
which I am standing has not yet been
turned by the plow.
Nature has been at work here ever
since It felt the first warming touch of
spring's sun. This battlefield today It
covered with flowers, dandelions,
daisies,
and violets. The
deep pits dug by the earlier fallen
shells are now sunken gardens. White
and gold, yellow and blue and crimson, enter Into the color scheme of the
battlefield. I never knew before the
knifelike sharpness of contrast. War
and death are In the valley, and peace
and life are on the commanding hill.
The guns are pounding while over my
head two skylarks are soaring and
singing. The fast growing grass affords the birds shelter for their nests,
and above them always is the sky
against whose foundations artillery it
vainly used.
Reminders of the Battle.
All along the edges of this plateau
the trenches are deeply cut They are
used for shelter by the men of both
armies during the sweeping fire on
this open plain. Today they are somewhat back of the rearmost trenches
or the present fighting line. It is easily learned how savage was the fight
In this place where today one picks
flowers and listens to the Iarkt singing In defiance of the noise of the
cannon. Reminders of the battle that
has moved on apace are everywhere.
German shells and French shells expended either vainly or to awful purpose are an Incumbrance to one's footsteps. When one follows the track of
modern war he wonders that any man
engaged In It can live to write Its
history.
It is hard to turn away from this
field near St. Mlhlel. There have been
horrors enough along the line of the
way to make one hate war for all
time, but yet there is something
about It which grips the Interest and
the Imagination. This battlefield of
Is one point of two meeting lines of a triangle, within whose
compass the fighting has been at Its
fiercest and whose edge Is still fanned
by the hot breath of battle. I have
said that this triangle Is out of the
present fighting, but one cannot so
sense It while the ground shakes with
the roar of artillery.
hopeful toFrance Is
day that the line of this fighting will
continue to recede northward and
north eastward, and that the recession
will become quicker paced day by day
at the spring and the summer advance. As It Is the fragments of villages within this triangle, and which
are still shaken by the gunfire, feel
seemingly thnt their future safety If
as assured as If they were removed
a thousand leagues from the clashing
armies In the valleys of the Aire and
the Meuse. The few villagers who
have come back have full confidence
In the prowess of the French eotdlerr
who are bulwarking the land.
More Desolate Villages.
Near this field of the .Ightlng there
are several desolated places which I
have seen, but of which I have not
written, so like Is their condition to
that of scores of other villages which
I have visited and whose pathos appealed. Pretx and Vasslncourt are
gone. Louppy le Chateau Is a pile of
ruins. At Revlgny nothing Is left but
the walls of the church and one saint's
statue, from which destruction in
some way or another was warded off.
We see these places as we pass
from the battlefield to a village still
standing, at least In part, and where
we may rest, and where we might
forget war were it not for the distant
rolling of the guns along the line
where men are killing men. We are
going back to Paris and from there
later 1 hope to go under the same
guidance to another part of France,
where, at along thla line, the armies
are at death grips.
forget-me-not-
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DEVOTED

HIS TO GOOD WORK

CURIOUS

Devout Little Johnny Would Give His
Pqnny to Buy Bibles for
Poor Kids.

little visitors at Aunt Mary's
Helen, age six, and John age
They played keeping grocery
the piano, envelopes, books and
other articles representing the stock
in trade. They took turn about as
grocer and customer. The grocer bore
the name of Mr. Popcorn.
"Mr. Popcorn," said Helen, "have
you any rabbits this morning?"
"Yes'm," answered the polite grocer.
"Are they nice and fresh?"
"Yes'm."
"Then you may give me a good, big
tut one for IS cents."
During a lull in the grocery transactions Aunt Mary gave each of the
visitors two cents two cents in real
money.
"And what are you going to do with
the money?" asked Aunt Mary.
"I'm going to put my two 'pennies In
the bank," suld Helen.
"And I," said John, "I'll buy candy
with one penny."
"And what will you do with the other penny?"
And John, who hns been Impressed
by the m!nslonHry talks at Sunday
to give
school, answered: "I'm
It to buv liihli s for poor kids." Providence Tribune.

FREIGHT

WESTERN

TRAIN

The
were
four.
nnder

Ancient Artisans in Africa.
The question has ofteu been asked:
Was there any earlier race In occupation of the area In Africa at present
held by the Bantus? In Man W. H.
Beech reports that in the Klkuyu country some ancient pottery has been said
to be the work of a people called G umbo, who dlBplnced the Mlathoachiana,
cannibal dwarfs.
These Mlnthonchlana are now be,
skilled In
lieved to be
the art of Iroa working. Mr. Beech,
with some amount of plausibility, sug,
gests that they were possibly
pygmies, or both, and that they
were a local indigenous race of the
stone age who UBed flint instruments
often found In the Klkuyu country.
Tbe Gumba are said to have made
potter' and to have taught the Kikuyu
the art of smelting. They may have
llamlte Invaders: but
been
of this there Is no evidence and the
legend may tend to show that the
first diecovery of iron was made In
Africa.

The "Western Limited," a Pralrlt Freight Train Which Makea Regular Trip
Between Two Small North Dakota Towns.

semi-weekl- y
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BEARS MADE TROUBLE unable
i

General

It

Touch spotc of dandruff and itching
with Cuticura Olutment, and follow
next morning with a hot shampoo of
Cuticura Soap. This at once arrests
falling hair and promotes hair growth.
You may rely on these supercreamy
molllents for all skin troubles.
Sample each free by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XY,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
Could Spare Her.
Tommy's mother was an Invalid, so
his Aunt I.avlnlu looked after him and
the house. And she never missed a
chance of pointing out a fault or expounding a precept.
"Oh, dear," said Tommy one day,
after auntie had lectured him for ten
minutes, "I wUh I had wings!"
"Why, my pet?" asked mother,
pleased at this angelic Inspiration.
"Oh, I'd fly up in the air with Aunt
l.i'vinlH. and I'd fly and fly till I
couldn't get any higher."
'Yes, dear," said mother proudly, as
thp little chap paused Impressively.
"What would you do then?-- '
"I'd drop Aunt Lavlnla!" said TomStray Stories.
my savagely.
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move engines

Superintendent

of Line

in

erable of a Dilemma.
For weeks the only rnll outlet from
Mexico City hns been a narrow gauge
line running by way of the city of
about fifty miles distant. Recently the military authorities at Mexico
City appointed a new general auperln- -'
tendent for this division. When thit
official made his first inspection trip
over the rond he found three locomotives on a tiding between Toluca and
the capital.
Rolling stock of ali klndt being
grently needed for bringing In supplies to a starving population, tbe new
division superintendent gave orders to
have these locomotives put Into commission. Trainmen who attempted to
enrry out the orders were met by several stern individuals who told them
at the point of rifles that the engines
must not be moved.
"These engines," snld the lender of
the armed band, "belong to Scnorits
!" miming a popular young woman
of the district. "They were presented
to her lust week by the general of our
brigade. He has detailed us here to
watch them. Without her permission
the locomotives cannot be moved from

To-lu- a,

Intense Cold Also Made Construction
of White Pass & Yukon Line a
Difficult Matter, but It Wat
Accomplished.

t

to

Mexico Found Himself In Consid-

HAMPERED WORK OF RAILROAD
BUILDERS IN ALASKA.

bush-men-

Of Falling Hair Get Cuticura.
Works Wonuers. Trial Free.

n

e

earth-gnomes-

AT THE FIRST SIGNS

across the prairie loaded with supplies
and various kinds of feright billed for
Honelri'lll, which Is a trading point
for a large number of farmers. Willis-tois the nenrent railroad point, so
during the harvest season, whetv
freight Is hravy, the schedule of the
"Limited" is increased to five or six
trips a week In order to transport
wheat and flax to the railroad. Popular Mechanics.

One of the most curious-lookinfreight trains to be found any place
in the world makes a regular
trip between W'illlston and
Bonetralll, N. D a distance of 35
power
miles. It consists of a
gasoline tractor and a string of a
grain wagons, and bears tiie
name of the "Western Limited." Twice
each week during the summer months
caravan strikes out
the

Yukon railroad
The White Pass
was built at the time of the famous
gold rush and Is one of the most remarkable enferprlEea of its kind In
the world. Leaving Skagway it ascends the dreary and. dreaded White
pass to the headwaters of the Yukon, from which in summer boat may
be taken to Dawson City. While making the surveys over the pass and
subseiiuontly during the work of construction, the railway builders were
brought into clone relations with the
beurs, who were the original inhabitants of the mountain sides along which
the line runs.
Prompted by curiosity and hunger,
tbe bears used to investigate the
camps of the railway, and soon became so cunning aud expert that nothing edible was safe (Tom them unions
It was watched day and night. The
continuous heavy blasting at first
frightened tbe animals, but they soon
learned bow to shelter theuiBelves
from the falling rocks and stones.
They also learned to recognize the
warning shouts of the foreman and
to post themselves so as to take advantage of the temporary absence of
the men In order to steal the contents
of their dinner palls.
Actual construction commenced In
June, 1896, and trains were running
by August 26 over tbe first H miles
of the line. The working force lmd
increased to nearly 2,000 men August
8, when the news of the gold discoveries at Atlln reached the construction
camps and reduced the number to
under TOO In two days. It was October before the working strength
could be restored, by which time the
work was almost entirely above the
timber line and exposed to the full
force of the Arctic w inter storms. In
many places tbe men had to be roped
while working in order to prevent
them being blown off '.io steep mountain sides, where the granite was so
smooth and slippery that the only
was often obtained from loga
chained to thin bars drilled iuto the
rock.
The cold and action of the wind
were so intense that the meu had to
be relieved every bour, as Ioniser exposure numbed not merely their bodies, but their minds, so that they hud
not sense enough left to tie a knot
securely or do other simple things of
similar nature. Throughout the winter
the thermometer ranged from 20 to 40
degrees below tero, aud sometimes
even lower, at the construction camps.
Nevertheless, the work was pushed
rapidly forward, and February 18,
189, the first train reached the summit of tbe White Pass, 2,865 feet above
tea level and 20 miles from Skaguay.
foot-bol- d

here."
The young woman not appearing on
the scene, the puzzled superintendent
finally gave up the attempt.
New Equipment Ordered.
Faith in the stability of returning
Is evidenced by the Chicago
& Northwestern Railroad company In
the solicitation by It of bids for 2.10C
new cars, all to be delivered by midsummer, aggregating in value about
$.1,000,000. In the order for new equipment which Ihe company Is preparing
to place will be 2,000 steel box cars, 60
steel underframe caboose cars and SO
steel passenger coaches.
"As an Illustration of what it costs
to keep pace with the necessities for
transportation facilities It is interesting to review the equipment purchases
of the Northwestern compnny for the
last five years," said an official of that
company.
"Since 1!10 the Chicago ft Northwestern Railroad company has expended more than $38,000,000 simply to
maintain lis rolling stock at a high
point of efficiency. Exclusive of the
cars for which bids are now being solicited, It bought during that period
freight cars, R59 passenger
24.28A
coaches, 6:!K locomotives and 379 work
cars. The company ia optimistic for
the business future of the country anil
has faith in the stability and Integrity
in the wave of prosperity which Is already beginning to be felt throughout
the land."
prop-perit-

The Way to Fame,
George Whiting, of Whiting & Burt,
was standing In front of tbe Falace
Somewhat Different.
Music Hall a few nights ago. Above
"What Is the price of that porch
hit head was the name of the team
chair?" asked the lady shopper.
r
In blazing electric lights. A
"Seventeen dollars, madam," replied
aspirations
came
vaudeville
with
clerk.
the
along and to Whiting said:
"Seventeen dollars!" echoed the
"I don't tee bow you get your nam
would-bcustomer. "Aren't you misup there In the electric lights. I never
taken? It surely can't be worth that
No Boozers on the Lackawanna.
could do It."
much."
Another department of the Lacka"It's a cinch," answered Wb'ting.
"Pardon me, madam," rejoined the
bas dropped the "booxe "You see I carry the bulbs with me
conscientious salesman. "It Is prob- wanna railroad It Is
fighter." Now
the t:orehouse sec- and all the theater hat to pay for is
Find Miser's Hidden Pile.
ably worth $1.50, but you asked the
tion of the road's employees which the electricity. That's bow I get away
Ruleign, N. C When the little iroa price."
must taboo strong drink. Orders have with it."
safe In the home of T. R. Lamm was
been issued to all employees In the
"Well, I'm going to aave up enough
opened at Wilson, near here, more
Nothing
Doln'.
men who to buy a lot of bulbs before I go after
than $50,000 in cash was found, l.amm
Har- storehouses that hereafter
"Mamma," called
be
not
will
another stage Job," waa the reply.
died recently and it was supposed that old from the nursery, "please come drink Intoxicating liquort
he was worth $100,000. but now It ap- and sit by my bed uutll I go to sleep." continued In the eervice of the com- New York Mall.
pany.
pears he was worth three times that
"Mamma's busy now," was the reThe order further states that no
Claim Prevention.
amount An old homemade sack In ply. "Keep quiet and the angelt will
men who use liquor will be employed
the safe contained $34,832 In gold cer- be with you."
"Don't talk war; talk claim prevenIn the future.
tificates and thlrteeen envelopes held
tion," was the appeal of the St. Louis
"You said that before, mamma," reThis action was brought about as and San Francisco railroad to Its em$18,000 In cash.
joined Harold, "and 1 have kept quiet
emstorehouse
former
a
ployees In a campaign to lessen damever so long, but not a blamed angel the result of
ployee confessing to wholesale thefts age claims for careless handling of
Pigeons at News Carriers.
has showed up."
company
be
that
of brast from the
Chicago. Frank Wallenberg, wl.o
freight. The rough handling of cars
eloped with Miss Bertha Shack from Tom own nnrntiisT will tbix too might raise funds to continue to enjoy caused the largest number of these
"high life" which hit
Site Remedy for Bed, Week. Watery
the
Kankakee, HI , and was married In Try Murine
per cent of which were for
Krelldli No Kmenlo- i- salary of $C0 per month would not claims. 70
kree end Urenolall
of Ibe Kit
Chicago, released three carrier pigeons Cut Hre ree.
roeilurt. Wrlle fr Book Ou.
less than $10. The. freight
amounts
Chlaeev
Itemed
Marine
Kre
aisil t
permit. Exchange.
In front of the Grant hotel recently.
handlers and trainmen responded so
loyally to the road's appeal that in
The birds headed for Pa Shack's pigThe Big Idea.
eon loft at Kankakee. Each bird bore
five months they saved $146,000.
Wants Education.
"Why do you want me to remair
the message. "Berths and I were mar- engaged to him another year? By th
Antonio Alconco, aged twenty-four- ,
hope
pa
today."
"I
won't
take end of another year be won't bavi of Sacramento, Cel., who cannot read
ried
Furnished to Injured Employees.
It out on the pigeons." said Mrs. WalFor many years the Pennsylvania
enough money left to get murrled on.' or write, was given permission to atlenberg.
tend the sixth grade of the grammar railroad has made a practice of provid"Tbat'a what I was thinking."
school as an observer for a month. ing free to Injured employees hospital
Heart Infant Across Continent
When' injuries
hsppy that's ReJ Ha said ha worked as a mill hand, and doctors' services.
Makes the lsund-ee- s
Albany. N. T. Governor Whitman, CroM Bag Blue. M.ikrt beautiful, eleti and had seen the children march and require It mechanical appliances are
whits clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
while visiting the fair in San FranThese Include artificial
sing, and since then he was not satis-fle- furnlBhed.
cisco recently, heard bis Infant aon
to attend night school or the cos- arms, legs, eyes and tbe like. They
How we do love an idle person whe
cry over the telephone. Young Whitmopolitan school, but wanted to be are renewed when necessary at the
comes along and bothers ut when w
man was held close to t'to 'rmsmltter
with real live American boys and girls. expense of the company
busy!
are
wail.
to
and Induced
d
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CLOSES SATURDAY NIGHT, JULY 24th
Be sure and get one of our big circular

am

mil

tti?

532

5 attend this sale send us your order by mail and we will

Staples

Ladies' Skirts

V

J. '(

'

J

'I

98c
White Pique Wash Skirts. $1.50 value at
$2.48
White Gabardine Wash Skirts. $3.00 at
$1.95
price
sale
$2.50c Wash Skirts
Black.
in
Blue.
Skirts,
All Wool Serge and Poplin
Check and Tan. 6.00 to 7.00 value dale price $4.95
"ale price $3 95
$5.00 Skirts
"ale Price 295
4 00 Skirts
2 48
colors
of
good
line
Skirts,
3.00 and 3.50

A

.

Prompt

Calico, per yard

and Children's
the following:
sale price 79c
sale price 49c
sale price 20c
sale price 98i
sale price $1.95
sale price $2.75

5c

Toil Du Nord Gingham

Other 12

1

10c

2c Gingham, per yard

10c
'

10c Gingham

sale price

Extra heavy Ticking, 25c value

sale price 21c

20c A C. A. Ticking

sale price

16c

sale price

5c

LL Domestic, the
10c

Parasols
Complete line of Ladies' Misses
Fancy Parasols, clean 'em up at
$1.00 Misses' Parasol
75c Misses' Parasol
25c Children's Parasol
$1.25 Ladies' and Misses Parasol
$2.50 Parasol
$3.50 Parasol

ara irr if 1.1 j ji cm n'i it you can t
it to you. We pay postage on all mail orders.

wi
tir;mt
mail

8

quality

62

Extra heavy Brown Domestic, at
sale price

7

havy Cheviot Shirting sale price

8

D lmestic

c

10c Good

8

.

36 inch Percale, good 12

1

1

12

c

2c

c

2c

1

2c value, sate price 10c

Serpentine Crepe, assortment of colors
011 Cloth, in

19c

sale price 19c

white and colors

sale price 10c

Bleached Domestic

sale price 8

10c Bleached Domestic

'

8c

c

Men's Suits
Men's All Vv'ool Blue Serge and Gray Mixtures, regular $15.00 Suits
sale price $10.75
pale price $13.50
$18 00 Suits
$20.00 Suits
sale price' $16.50
$22 50 and $25.00 Suits
sale price $18.75

Order By

Attention

Mail

!

We Pay Postage

!

Given
All

Mail Orders!
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Moye Child Dies
four year old
Hazel,
daugter of Sheriff D. L. Moye,
died at their home on Sheldon
Street Sunday morning after an
iliness of a month from scarlet
fever and was buried Sunday
afternoon
at 4 o'clock, the
funeral being from the residence. Hazel was the only girl
in the family and was the pride
She was
of the household.
especially devoted to her father
and her untimely death has cast
a shadow of gloom over the once

the

happy home. All that tender
care and careful nursing and a
skilled physician could do 1 was
done to save her but the hand
of He who knows all things best
beckoned her to come and she
passed into his arms at three
The
o'clock Sunday morning.

unfortunate family have our
deepest sympathy in this their
tad hour of grief.

Two Inch Rain in Hour
a few days of unprecedented heat, old "Jupiter
Pluvius" let open the flood gates
Tuesday afternoon and for an
hour it was the heaviest downpour that Clovis had experienced
for four years.
The streets
were soon converted into rivers
and the hack drivers and jitne
cars did a thriving business.
One and three quarter inches of
rain fell in less than an hour.
Following

Card-o- f

Christian Church
Eveey member of the church
is urged 1 0 be present at the
morning service next Sunday.
Some important matters concerning our new building will
The evening
be considered.
service will be at the Lyceum.
C. W. Lambert, Pastor.

Episcopal Church
Rev. D. A. Sanford, Pastor.
Mandell has Sale
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m.
One of the biggest sales ever Morning service with sermon at

conducted by a Clovis merchant 11 a, m. Subject: Fundamentis that now in progress at Man-dtll- 's als "Why go to Church on
Dry Goods and Clothing

store.

Last weeks issue of the

Clovis News contained a double
page ad of this big July clearance sale in which the prices are
being slashed to make room fer
the fall goods. Several thous

Thanks

Thanks

We wish to express our sincere
thanks to our dear friends and
neighbors for the kind deeds and
expressions 0 f sympathy and
love tendered us during the sickness and death of our darling
little daughter and sister. Hazel.
Abo to the doctors Dillon, who
were so faithful in attending
her; to the Masons, Praetorians
and friends for the beautiful
floral offerings; the children of
the Baptist Sunday School, who
donated so liberally for flowers;
our friends who so lovingly prepared her little clothes; to Mr.
Hockenhull, who offered such a
comforting prayer; to the choir
and Brother Reece for the sweet
words of consolation.
May God's richest blessings
rest on all who have made our
darling's bed of suffering softer
and have helped us to bear our
burden of grief.
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Moye
and family.

Conductor Hill and family returned from Albuquerque Tuesday where they went on the sad
mission of attending the funeral
of Mrs. Hill's father, W. E.
and circulars were also sent out Pratt, ' who was buried there
to residents of various parts of Sunday. Mr. Pratt was one of
the county. The sale will con- the old timers and had resided
tinue until about the last of the ia soutewest New Mexico for
thirty years.
month.

-

use this means to thank my
friends for their kind assistance
in aiding me to secure the piano
in the Clovis News subscription
campaign. I think the contest
was conducted in an absolute
fair manner and I believe that I
am the winner only because 1
worked with all my energy to
secure such a fine premium,
which I have long desired.
While I can not say so much
about another contest which was
recently condncted in Clovis, I
can say that the News contest
was conducted in all fairness to
all the parties concerned.
Lena Singer.
I

Rev. J. H. Shepard left for
his home in Portales Tuesday
after spending a month here
during which time he conducted
the Clovis News special subscription campaign. That h e
made it a great success goes
without saying and his success
is largely due to his absolute fair
methods adopted and his untiring efforts. He devoted con
siderable of his time to the assistance of each of the contest
ants and treated all alike, show
ing no partiality or favoritism.
He has a natural tact for making friends, is a good writer and
uuderstands every phase of the
business. He has conducted a
number of such contests all of
which, like the News campaign,
proved to be a decided success.
After a short visit with his
family at Portales, be will leave
for Oklahoma where he has been
summoned to conduct a revival.
He expects to remain thereuntil September.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Smith returned from Amarillo Saturday,
where Mr. Smith has been employed. Mrs. Smith, who was
Miss Verda Norris, win teach in
the public schools here during
the coming session.
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Clovis Lodge
B. P. O. Elks
No. 1244

Meets at Elks Home every 2n d
and 4th Wednesday nights.
members cordially invited.
J. O. Prichard, Exaulted Ruler.
F. B. Herod, Secretary.
Vis-itin- g

Panhandle Bankers
Association
Hereford, Texas, July

21,-2- 2,

1915

For the above occasion the Santa Fe will make the
very low rate of $2.50 for the round trip from Clovis.
Tickets on sale July 20th and 21st Good for return
until July 24th.

L R. CONARTY, Agent

Chicken Dinner
Chicken dinner will be served
each Wednesday and Sunday at
the Antlers Hotel Dining room.
Mrs. S. Overton.
2 t

To Trade
6.000 stock of general mer
chandise in good town in Okla-

homa, or income property in
Oklahoma City, Shawnee, Ring- ling and other towns In Oklahoma to trade for land In New
Mt!co. See me at the Cotter
hntI in Clovis. or address: R. F.
Richardson. Clovis, New Mexi- co.
4t-p-

d

6

FIVE REASONS

25-'1- 5

Poultry Market Report
8ctS,

Hani
Friers

Hcts.'
16cts,
Broilers
lOcts.
Eggs
Co.
Produce
and
Creamery
Clovis

Seeds, Bulk Seeds.
Garden and Field seeds now
in, and a fine lot they are.
When you need seeds of any
kind, get them at Clovis Creamery and Produce Co. and save
f
money.
t--

M. M. Craig,

why you should start a bank account
SAFETY
SECURITY
SAVINGS
STABILITY
SUCCESS

assistant post

master at Texico, was in

Clovis

Tueadav. Mr. Craig is one of
the democratitie committeemen
and his visit here at this time
may have had political signifi
eance.

Glovis National Bant
THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

